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Is your Wireless Business Plan not keeping up
with your Wireless Needs?
Switch to U.S. Cellular and save instantly. Let WPl's team come and give you afree Billing Analysis and show you how you can save
money every month. Call today for a free appointment and Analysis. 1-866-WPl-4-YOU.
With the LG VX 6000 Camera Phone you can take and send pictures of your great summer moments.With avalid school ID take
20% off you purchase plus get two great rebates from U.S. Cellular and WPI with attached coupon.

a

WPI Chicago (Loop)
a
• WPI Waukegan
175 W. Jackson Blvd., A-2
3010 Belvidere Rd.
Located near CVS pharmacy
Waukegan
(312) 427-9533
(847) 406-3735
WPI Vernon Hills
• WPI N. Riverside Park Mall •
Rlvertree Court (unit 124)
Located at the Sears entrance
Next to Ben & Jerry's
on the second floor
(847) 816-4624
(708) 447-9545

WPI Elston
3745 N. Elston Ave.
Chicago, IL 60618
(773) 313-0202

WPI Gurnee MIiis Mall
Located rear entrance H,G,J
Across from Rlnkslde Sports
(847) 856-1720

WPI Louis Joliet Mall
Located In the food court
Unit 1296
(815) 609-3748

WPI Randhurst Mall
999 Elmhurst #2680
Mt. Prospect
(847) 590-9675

WPI Charlestowne Mall
Located in front of
Von Maur
(630) 513-0322

WPI Carol Stream
Heritage Plaza
792 ArmyTrail Rd.
(630) 540- 1001

WPI Chicago (North)
Lincoln Village
Next to Office Depot
(773) 279-9882

LGVX6000

Camera phone

• Spanish speaking

• WPI Chicago Ridge
821 Chicago Ridge Mall #K1
Near Carson Pierre Scott
(708) 952-2044
WPI Northbrook
4189 Dundee Rd.
Sanders Court
(847) 299-1009

• WPI Norridge
• Polish speaking
Norridge Commons
Between Borders & Domlnlcks
(708) 457-2199

WPI Des Plaines
Liberty Plaza
In front of the Metra stop
(847) 391 -9800

• Polish speaking

For more information, call 1-866-WPl-4- OU or visit http://www.wpicellular.com
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Central camera
Has Digital!
For 105Years, Central Camera Has Been
The One Stop Source For All Your
''Traditional'' Photographic Needs ...
. . . Now We Are Your One Stop Source
For All Your Digital Photographic Needs

230 S. Wabash+Chicago, IL 60604+(312) 427-5580
Mon-Fri: 8:30 AM +5:30 PM+ Sat: 8:30 AM - 5:00 PM
On The WEB @ central-camera.com
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* Mexican Breakfast
* Quesadillas
Nachos
* Imported Beers
* Margaritas

*
*
*
*
*

*

Grande Burritos
Fajitas
Enchiladas
Tamales
Domestic Beer
436 S. Wabash
@ Wabash & Cong ress
phone: 312-566-02 08

Open 7am

- - ---------------·:R. -.EA:I '- AS - •• ·L - :·c·N, •• ·-1):ti·

thru 8pm
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Start your
day next door with ...
26 East Congress
O p e n Monday -Friday 7am thru 7pm
Saturday -Sunday 8am-3pm
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Wireless Internet Access

Depa.Ptments
14 LIFE Feeling

Out of the Loop. Inside tips for

surviving the big city. By Kristin Gagnon

15 HOME Ch'i Time. How to bring harmony to
your home with feng shui. By Lisa Thomson
17 MONEY Money Matters. How to keep finances
from fracturing yow: living arrangements.
By Matthew Jaster

18 FOOD Simply (eviche. A cure for the common
cook. By Charles Fuller
19 FRIENDS ('mon

Over. How to serve up a

successful dinner party. By Rachel Yeomans

20

Eyes Wide Open. Know what you're

getting into before you go to grad school.
By J ennifer R. Catlin

teflO ma~ii-ne
eolumb i.a eol le~ e C,hi.c.ago
cl-ou r n ali.sm D epartmen~
6 0 0 South ffii.c.hi.gan A"e·
ehi.c.a8o , ft Li.noi,s 6 0605
(31.2) 344-7688 EDITORIAL
(312) 344-7432 ADVERTISING

FUTURE

21

WORK

Discomfort Zone. What to do when you

boss crosses the line. By Clare Moms

64 FATE Horoscope. By J ennifer R. Catlin

fall 2004
www.eehoma9online.eom

FeatuPes
22

Caught Between Categories. Part nature, part
nurture, gender is neither pink nor blue.
By Elizabeth Zak

28

On a High Note. The HotHouse is an unsung hero of the
Chicago art scene.
By Charles Fuller

34

Still on Strike. One year later, the Congress picketers will not be moved.
By Eric Alexy

38

By Emily Caballero

lntenseeit~
Beer festival, dodgeball revival,

42

Playing for Keeps.

50

If Super Mario doesn't age, why should you?
By Chris Papateodoru

54

Burlesque is Back. The Kit Kat Honeys are shimmying through Chicago.

voting for dummies, saving the

By Lesley Jones

cream to melt for, caffeinated
conversations and more.

Cut-and-Paste College. Local schools are discovering that they can't wish away word
crimes. By Doris Dadayan and Kristen Menke

vinyl destination, knitty gritty,

birds, combatting catcalls, ice

In Harm's Way. T he scars of self-mutilation are more than skin deep.

58

Not For Rent. Housing discrimination still locks some Chicagoans out.
By Ja'nai Luis

Beer Ye! Beer Ye!

It'sfor the Birds

Festivalsfor what alesyou
Let there be beerl I banish thine
Miller and Bud. Bring on the Fat Bastard,
Old Sol and Lion Slayer: Let all thirsts be
quenched by the Atomic Blonde and
Helies of Play. The people will have beerl
Hark ye beer lovers: Hundreds of
booths with plenty o' wenches shall be
servin' up more than 400 fine fermented
brews. Come hither, oh seeker of the
perfect stout spiced with chocolate, coffee or oatmeal. Come ye weight-wary
fools and quench your thirst with light
lagers boiled with apricot raspberry and
orange.There shall be beers with sage
and beers with honey, some even from
the mystical workings of hemp! Need I
say more? Your goblet shall be filled to
the brim with barley wines, brown ales
and Pilsners, and there shall be no aluminum cans.
The heavens will shine light upon
Great Taste of the Midwest in Madison,
Wis. on the 14th day in August. Sacrifice
thy $25 and the fermentation gods shall
open their taps to thee. Clicketh thy
mouse on
www.mhtg.org/gt2004.html
- and discover thy entry into
the realm of suds and
lager:
Do not be
vexed, children of
thy City of
Gusty Blows. If
all tickets already
are sold out or the
vi IIage of Madison is
too far for thy carriage to travel,
many a festival
shall brew in
Chicago's own
season of summer:
- Clare Morris

Out Spokin'
Tipsfor biking in the windy city
Traffic might be backed up on the
Eisenhower and the buses may be stuck
in traffic, but you can make it to class
with time and change to spare.Just stick
with the bike lanes.
Chicago is a bike-friendly city. With
I00 miles of bike lanes and 9,000 bike
racks downtown, it's easy to commute in

How far should we go for our feathere1
friends?

and out of the South Loop. If public
transportation is part of your plan, you
can bring your bike aboard Chicago
Transit Authority trains and buses
(except during rush hour).
The Chicago Department of
Transportation is even planning to build a
downtown bike station that will have
secure bike parking, showers, lockers and
bike repair and rental. No wonder
Bicycling magazine rated Chicago the
number one big city for bicycling in 2002.
Still, college students don't tend to be
avid riders. That's something the
Chicagoland Bicycle Federation aims to
change.
"Basically, it's a lot of 45-year-old businessmen," Randy Warren, CBF's program
director, says of the group's 5,000 members. "And that's great, but we're trying to
spread it out a bit."
Two years ago, CBF distributed
Student Bikes, a publication aimed at
younger riders, in dorms and other buildings around DePaul, Loyola, UIC, and the
University of Chicago. When the
Superdorm opens this fall, Student Bikes
will be distributed there, too.
Bike route maps are among the
materials that will be distributed on campuses beginning this year: "We are trying
to let students know that they can bring
their bikes [to Chicago], that it's safe to
ride them, and that they don't have to
worry about paying to park a car or for
parking tickets,'' Warren says.
If you're intimidated by the thought
of pedaling in the Windy City, consider
joining a bicycling club. "There's a pretty
active bicycle community in Chicago,"
says Dave Glowacz, also known as Mr:
Bike, author of the book Urban Biker's

Tricks & Tips and director of education for

CBF. His book offers biking basics including safety advice and tips on buying a
bike that doesn't require dipping into the
Ramen fund.
Another way to save on cash is by
renting bikes. Navy Pier, North Avenue
Beach, Wilson Beach, and 63rd Street
Beach all offer affordable bike rentals.
"Bicycling in Chicago is a lot safer
than it looks from the sidewalk; you just
have to do it," says Glowacz.

BIKING RESOURCES
Chicagoland Bicycle Federation
650 S. Clark St, 3rd Floor
www.biketraffic.org
(312) 42-PEDAL
Offers information on bike events and bike
groups, safety tips, and bike traffic laws.
Chicago Department of Transportation
30 N. LaSalle, Suite 400
www.chicagobikes.org
(312) 742-BIKE
Offers information on bike programs and
events, safety and education, maps, rental information, publications, and bike registration.
.£
Chicago Cycling Club
PO. Box 1178
www.cyclingclub.org
[173) 509-8093
Offers group rides of varying distances and
levels of difficulty.
Windy City Cycling Club
1658 N. Milwaukee Ave., # 171
(3 12) 458-9841
Organizes mountain and road bike rides for
gays and lesbians.
Mr. Bike
www.askmrbike.com
Offers riding tips and advice on buying and
maintaining a bike.

- Rachel Yeomans

Five million birds migrate through
Chicago every year: Using their senses tc
navigate by starlight, they can become
confused and ultimately trapped by the
overwhelming umbrella of city lights.
High-rise buildings create an obstacle
course for birds that misidentify reflectiv
windows, especially those with decorati,
plastic trees behind them, as flyable and
perch-worthy spaces. In fact, buildings
and other structures become death tra~
for approximately I00 million to I billio1
birds each year in the United States,
according to the Chicago Ornithological
Society.
The birds have created such a fuss
that Mayor Richard M. Daley started th€
"Lights Out" program, which runs each
year from March 17 to June 7 and Aug.
25 to Oct. 25 and encourages all tall
buildings, such as the Sears Tower, Tribun
Tower and Merchandise Mart, to turn o·
interior lights at night and darken decor;
tive lights on upper stories after I I p.m.
These efforts have reduced bird deaths
by 83 percent in Chicago, according to
Field Museum conservation ecologist
Doug Stotz, Ph.D.
Still, some bird enthusiasts think mor
can be done to keep birds safe. Here's
look at what the skyline might look like
every bird-friendly suggestion was imple
mented:
• Switch on the strobes. Red strobe
lights could ward off the birds and make
Chicago the perfect venue for an outdoor rave.
• Bag the bushes. Birds crash into
windows when they try to perch in the
trees and larger plants inside. Cover
foliage with opaque garbage bags and
declare them early contestants for the
office's Halloween costume party.

• Wash the windows. Slather soap
on windows to create a non-reflective
coat that birds can see and stay away
from. Or adorn them with advertisements and make the effort pay off
• Double your net worth. Hang
nylon nets near buildings to bounce birds
safely back into flight. The nets can double as a window washer's safety device.
Why stop at saving the birds?
• Get tacky. Install pink flamingo lawn
ornaments and large plastic owls on top
of city buildings.The Loop could use a little pizzazz.
,

Andrew J. Scott

Barking back
How to declaw catcalls

- Kristin Gagnon

Naming rights
Before the corporate sponsors arrive,
consider these pleasing appellations
The names of Columbia College's
buildings are dictated by location, major
or seemingly nothing at all. That can't last.
With the new Office of Institutional
Advancement in place, charged with finding more ways to raise money, these
buildings may soon take on the names of
corporate donors. Before it's too late,
here are some names to consider:

Hide & Seek Building
(formerly: I Ith Street Campus Building 72 E. I Ith St.)
Start by taking the wood grain elevators up to the sixth floor, then hide in
the hollowed-out bathrooms for a few
minutes. If that fails, throw your opponents for a loop with the trick door on
the fifth floor (the door labeled 5E is
really a closet).

Warrick L. Carter (rumor has it he has
an office here when he's not in his $3.7
million Gold Coast residence) and
Student Financial Services.

Modern Prison Building
(formerly: Theater/Film Annex - 1415 S.
Wabash Ave.)
Forbidding from the outside, the interior of the Theater/Film Annex is easily
one of the most unwelcoming buildings
on campus. How else can you explain
the bathroom stall with a bench instead
of a toilet? Thankfully, there isn't an elevator to be seen.

Columbia Athletic Center
(formerly: 1104 Center - I I04 S. Wabash
Ave.)
The elevator buttons light up but no
elevators arrive. Give it up and take the
stairs.

Too Nice for Students Building
(formerly:Alexandroff Campus Center 600 S. Michigan Ave.)
Call it a coincidence, but the building
with six elevators and hardly any classes
is home to both Columbia President

33 E. Congress Building
(formerly: 33 E. Congress Building - 33 E.
Congress Parkway)
Despite the snazzy art in the windows, it's lifeless inside. The slow elevators and close proximity to the CTA
tracks (noise + class = bad) earn it a dull
name.
- Eric Alexy

Begun in November 2002, Cafe
Society is an initiative ofThe Public
Square, a not-for-profit organization
encouraging debate on current events
and issues that affect society. "Focusing
on dialogue and discussion brings people
into an arena which they're perhaps not
normally used to in that it's something
structured a little bit more to participate
in a democratic process," says Maria
Lettiere Roberts, a Cafe Society facilitator
and associate director of The Public
Square.
Each week, Cafe Society members
post a topic or issue for discussion on
The Public Square website, www.thepublicsquare.org. Postings include background information on the topic, why it
was picked and where participants can
look for more information, along with the
dates, times and meeting places. Meetings
usually last one hour:
Christopher Miller, meeting facilitator
and associate director of the League of
Women Voters in Chicago, says the
meetings encourage political, philosophical, entertaining discussions. "It's an
opportunity to have a lively discussion
with a variety of people;· he says.
For more information, contact The
Public Square at (3 12) 993-0682 or
www.thepublicsquare.org.
- Elizabeth Zak

Your Conversation on Caffeine
Public Square encourages the art of debate
It's 7 p.m. and three people sit quietly
at a long wooden table at the back of
Cafe Intelligentsia on Broadway. A sign
hanging from the table reads: "This table
reserved for Cafe Society members."
Soon others will join in on the scheduled
discussion about the presidential primary,
one of Cafe Society's weekly meetings
dedicated to exploring and debating
issues of public interest.

When walking down the street, what
should you do when someone shouts,
"Hey baby. I like the way you walk!" Do
you ignore them? Confront them? Run
away? Shout profanities? Get help?
Catcalls are street harassment.
Assertive action with a calm and controlled demeanor is the key to defense.
Based on advice from Rogers Park Young
Women's Action Team, The Street
Harassment Project in New York and
Lauren Taylor, activist and educator on
gender violence in Washington, there are
at least six things you can do to stay calm
and handle the situation well.
l . Feel confident that you know what
street harassment is. Anything sexually
suggestive - name-calling, hollering,
touching, grabbing and whistling - is inappropriate."Know when you feel unsafe
and trust your intuition," says Taylor:
2. Confront your perpetrator:
"When you ignore that kind of behavior,
it doesn't allow the person to be
accountable for their actions," says
Mariame Kaba, education and prevention
manager for the Young Women's Action

Team. Pretending to ignore the situation
may send the message that you accept it.
Not bold enough? Rehearse your
response.
3. Be specific. When you respond, call
attention to the person and behaviors
that makes you feel uncomfortable."Hey
you in the khaki pants. Do not touch me,
that's harassment!" or "Stop making those
noises at me, I don't like it!" are effective
responses. Make sure your eye contact
and body language match the tone of
your command.
4. Flee if need be. If you feel that you
are in danger, get away as quickly as possible.

Jennifer R. Catlin

anger with the rubber ball, which they're
allowed to throw at other players'
heads- as hard as they want. There's
even an old man who lobs the ball like
he's a champion discus thrower in the
Olympics. But the prize for being the last
team standing is what all kids crave: pizza.
Membership in Dodgeball Mania
costs $5 per game and season champions get silver belt buckles that say
"champ."To sign up, contact Queano at
dodgeballmania@hotmail.com.
Membership in the National Amateur
Dodgeball Association costs $100 per
adult team (6 to IO players). For more
information on forming teams and league
events, call (847) 985-2115.
- Kristen Menke

ered in dark and bittersweet chocolate.
"You never know who's gonna walk
in here. Everybody's walking in-the
mayor walked in the other day," Poulos
says."This place has survived wars, the
Great Depression, the recession. My
grandfather came here because he
thought it was a good business buy. I
guess he was right:'

The Original Rainbow Cone
9233 SWestern Ave., Chicago (773)
238-7075
The original five-flavor Rainbow Cor,
was made in 1926: today it's a staple of
the Taste of Chicago, and The Original
Rainbow Cone's peach-colored ouilding
with its Spanish-style roof is a landmark
on Chicago's South Side. In the spring
and summer, the lines form quickly as

Sweet Cone Chicago
5. Appear confident and calm. Do
not apologize, ask questions, have a discussion, swear loudly or lose your cool.
These are the reactions your harasser
craves: don't reward him.
6. Band together. Support anti-harrassment organizations (check out
www.streetharassmentproject.org),
request better nighttime street lighting
and lobby for effective anti-harassment
legislation. In addition, if you see a
woman being harassed, intervene.
"If we could have a world free of
gender-based violence, women could be
themselves and the possibilities opened
would be endless,"Taylor says.
- Jennifer R. Catlin

Smack! Dodgeball's Back
Schoolyard sport graduates to adults
The whiz of the ball as it sails
through the air, the sharp slap as it
smacks an opponent and the rush of
making ''the dodge"-for a former fifth
grade dodgeball champion,the resurgence of this childhood institution is a
dream come true.
This summer, it's the subject of a bigbudget comedy aptly titled Dodgeba/1: A
True Underdog Story, starring Ben Stiller.
And after only four years, the National
Amateur Dodgeball Association in
Schaumburg has more than 1,500 members, and Dodgeball Mania, an upstart
league founded by a Columbia alumnus,
is expanding play to two nights a week.
There's no denying it: dodgeball is still
king of the playground.
"Everyone's played dodgeball. We've

all got memories of it;· says Bill DePue,
vice president and director of the
National Amateur Dodgeball Association,
which was launched by the Schaumburg
Park District in July 2000. The park district originally had planned a weekend of
children's games for adults, then decided
to narrow it down to one game. The
game was so successful, it grew into a
full-fledged league set up for tournament
play, with an official rulebook and 33
teams its first season.
The league currently holds seven
tournaments a year; the season runs
from October to July and there are separate divisions: women's, men's, co-ed and
youth (fourth grade to high school).
Dodgeball Mania, which has been
around for only a year, is a one-man
operation. Charles "Commissioner Q"
Queano, the referee, organizer and
founder of the league, credits his 5-yearold godson with inspiring him to start
the league.
"The idea of league dodgeball would
make me giggle," he says. "Imagining my
friends and other adults playing made me
laugh out loud."
Teams usually play a best-of-three
series before advancing into elimination
rounds; there's a traditional coin toss to
see who gets the ball first, but when a
coin is unavailable, there's a nostalgiainducing rock. paper, scissors competition.
But it isn't all child's play. Participants
in the Dodgeball Mania league must sign
an injury waiver for a reason. Most of the
guys who play are big, like 350 pounds of
angry 45-year-old-male big. And plenty of
players appear to be taking out their

Two ice cream shops to melt for
There are plenty of ice cream shops
in the area, but you haven't truly eaten
ice cream in Chicago until you've visited
these time-honored institutions.

Margie's Candies
1960 N. Western Ave., Chicago.
This little corner restaurant, opened
in 1921 , boasts old-fashioned charm and
a history of famous customers, including
Al Capone and The Beatles. The tabletop
jukeboxes no longer work. but the
brown vinyl booths are still comfortable
and faded photos from the '30s add to
the ambiance.
Peter George Poulos is the third-generation family owner of the restaurant,
which was named after his mother,
Margie, and is still known for its menu of
homemade ice creams, sauces, shakes
and hand-dipped candies. Margie's serves
more than 50 ice cream sundaes, including the famous Jumbo Fudge Atomic
Sundae-three scoops of ice cream cov-

customers wait for the chocolate, orange
sherbet, pistachio, strawberry and cherry
nut blend ice creams. The airy shop
offers
., Rainbow shakes and ice cream
cheesecakes, too.
- Doris Dadaya,

Vinyl Destination
After half acentury, Jazz Recor~ Mart
is still swingin
1

Chicago is home to the world's
largest jazz and blues record store. Wrth
more than 8,500 square feet of jazz,
blues, gospel and R&B, Jazz Record Mart
carries the old, the new, the
obscure, the popular, homegrown
favorites and international hits.
The extensive inventory of vinyl
records is what makes this place unique.
Shoppers can place records on the
turntable to check for scratches or simply
to enjoy a favorite tune while they browse.
"Jazz Record Mart also supports the
local scene by hosting in-store performances, selling local jazz CDs on consignment, and by literally supporting a lot of
local musicians who are employees
there," says Ted Sirota, a drummer for the
Chicago-based Rebel Souls. "It's a very
important resource for jazz and blues
musicians and fans, both here in Chicago
and worldwide:·
The staff is knowledgable and the
"Killers Rack," a display of 40 albums the
employees consider essential to any collection, is a great place for newcomers to
start their music education.
"I generally tell people to stay away
from the 'best of' and 'greatest hits'
albums. but there are some pretty decent
collections available," says Bob Koester;
71, the store's founder.

Bucktown, recently picked up knrtting
because she found a lack of knitted products she liked in the stores. "I figured, why
.-...... not try to make it myself? It can't be
••••
that hard. And doing things hands-on
comes naturally to me."
Whatever the reason, there has
never been a better time to knit Knitting
books and websites specifically geared
toward the urban knitster have made it
easy to find trendy. fashionable patterns.
Jazz Record Mart is located at 444
You can now make cell-phone and beer
North Wabash. (312) 222-1467;
bottle "cozies," mini backpacks, and perwww.jazzmart.com.
- Daro; Garrett sonalized wristbands. Stores now carry
high-fashion and novelty yarns in an
attempt to cater to the younger knrtter.
Who knows how long the knrtting
The Knitty Gritty
craze will last? But for now, there's no
Grandma1s hobby has trendsetters in
reason not to get knitty with it.

stitches

A fashion renaissance is occurring.
Celebrities Cameron Diaz, Madonna and
even Russell Crowe are hip to the trend.
And you may need to look no further
than your grandma's attic to get in on
the action.
Knitting, once regarded as a hobby
for retirees, is catching on in an unlikely
demographic. Urban twenty-somethings
and trendy fashionistas are picking up
knrtting needles and storming yarn shops
in the hopes of creating one-of-a-kind
garments and accessories.
Ren an a Lavin, co-owner of We'll
Keep You in Stitches in Chicago, says she's
seen an increase in younger customers in
her yam store. "People have attributed it
to two different things," she says."After
9/ 11, people wanted to stay home more.
And people also want to get together
and do something with their hands. Once
they've seen they could [knit], it was
remarka~le ."
Knrtting also appeals to people who
are looking for personalized clothing or
for a new way to relax. Lily Chin, author
of The Urban Knitter, has gone so far as
to call knrtting "the new yoga." Farth
Veenstra, a 23-year-old artist in

For more information:
Stitch'n Bitch: The Knitter's Handbook
by Debbie Stoller.
Stoller is the co-founder and editor in
chief of feminist magazine BUST, so the
book definitely has the "girls kick ass"
vibe. It's great for beginners because it
has very detailed instructions and diagrams to teach you how to knit. It also
offers cool patterns, including the "Ribbed
For Her Pleasure" scarf.
Vintage Knits by Sarah Dallas with
Yesterknits
This book doesn't offer knitting
instructions, but it has great patterns
inspired from '30s and '40s, like twin sets
and cardigans with feminine details.
Vogue Knitting: The Ultimate Knitting
Book by the editors of Vogue Knitting
magazine.

If you're only going to buy one
knitting book, this should be it. While it
doesn't include patterns, it does have
everything you'll ever need to know
about knitting, including the history.
techniques and supplies.
- Lisa Thomson

South Loop Makeover
Administrators talk about the campus
environment. We ve created it.
1

With shows like Trading Spaces and
While You Were Out, one could easily
dream up a variety of options to improve
life at Columbia College. An unlimited
budget and active imagination are the
only tools necessary to turn the scattered South Loop campus into a flawless
stronghold for higher education.

Main Campus
The first step is to simply move the
bulk of Columbia College into the building currently occupied by Hilton Chicago.
Columbia College Towers will feature
fast-moving elevators, room service in
every classroom and the most efficient
24-hour janitorial staff in the Windy City.
Full service bars, exercise rooms and
heated pools will accommodate those
students who need a late-night study
break or who are blessed with part-time
status. Cubs paraphernalia and "I love
Chicago" shot glasses can be conveniently purchased along with overpriced textbooks in the college bookstore/gift shop.
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Silent Film Society of Chicago, founded i
1998 by Dennis Scott and Dennis
Wolkowicz.
The lineup for this year's festival
includes the physical comedy antics of
Buster Keaton in I928's Steamboat Bill Jr.
as well as the chilling image of the silver
screen's first true vampire in I922's

Grant Park Studios
Since every film student shoots at
least one film in Grant Park, why not just
convert a portion of it into a real movie
studio? Television, film, photography and
video majors will be able to walk across
the Michigan Avenue Skyway to enter
the biggest and best independent film
studio in the midwest. What is now the
setting for five-minute 16mm film productions can one day support three-hour
epics.

Columbia Student Center
The lack of a talented professional
football team in Chicago makes the new
Soldier Field the perfect place to put a
state-of-the-art Columbia Student
Center. Since the Bears aren't doing anything worthwhile with the stadium, why . _
not give The Columbia College Cynics a l
chance to debut in the fall of 2004?
J

The Mini Mag Mile
This anti-tourist attraction will offer
Columbia students the essentials: restaurants, banks, shops and late night entertainment. Students finally will be able to
go somewhere other than Chicago
Carry-Out and Warehouse Liquors
between classes at The Towers.

- Matthew Jaster

Silent Nights
Festival honors golden age of cinema
This summer, step back nearly 70
years into movie history: the silent film.
Audiences can take in the 1924 Russian
classic Aelita: Queen of Mars, with a 30piece orchestral accompaniment. It's one
of the six films featured at the Gateway
Theatre's 5th Annual Silent Film Festival
of Chicago, which runs from July 23 to
Aug. 27.
The festival is the brainchild of the

Nosferatu.
"Graphically. cinematically and visuall
these films are telling a complete drama~
ic story without the use of words," says
Joshua Rothkopf, former film critic for In •
These Dmes. "That's the significance of f
silent films."
'
The Gateway, located at 5216 W
Lawrence Ave., opened in 1930. It seats
2,045 and is the last surviving atmosphe
ic theatre in Chicago from architects
Rapp and Rapp. It features ornate
Romanesque architecture and details as
well as the Grande Pipe Organ. Made u
of 1,241 pipes, ranging in height from 16
feet to the size of a pencil, this organ c
imitate a huge range of sounds, from a
harp to cathedral chimes to thunder.
Audiences tend to be lively. "There's
real interaction there;· says Wolkowicz,
who also plays the organ during the festi
val. "That's magical unto itself. It's not yo
typical Friday night movie."
For this year's lineup call the Gatewa
at (773) 205-SFSC or visit www.silentfilmchicago.com.
- Ja'nai Lu~
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Boombox Basics
Your guide to music genres forthis summer's back porch parties

SoundSculpture
At Specimen, musical instruments are
works of art
''To me, everything in the world is
sculptural;' says Ian Schneller, owner and
luthier (instrument maker) of Specimen
Products. He is surrounded by guitars
and amps in various stages of creation
and repair, some of which look more like
artwork than instruments. "I loathe to
draw a distinction," he adds.
Schneller has been in this business for
20 years. He studied art and sculpture at
the Memphis Academy of Art and the
School of the Art Institute of Chicago,
then taught himself the technicalities of
instrument-building by reading how-to
books.
Customers request specific woods,
metals, colors, styles and shapes. 'Tm kind
?~ an 'anything goes' type of designer. If
rts well suited to the task at hand, I'm all
for it," Schneller says.

The never-ending mission for the next
big thing in rock 'n' roll has launched
hundreds of sub genres. Although these
are meant to clear up the confusion, they
only make it worse.
To help you get a better understanding of the scene, Echo has created this
infallible guide to the essential music genres:
Neo Classical: The credibility and
appeal of standard classical music combined with the religious power of hair
metal. Appropriate when you're angrier
than Bach but not as pissed off as Black
Sabbath. (Artists include Yngwie
Malmsteen and The Trans-Siberian
Orchestra.)
Emo: Emotional pop punk that deals
with intimacy issues and teenage angst.
Appropriate during that messy eighth
grade breakup or when your mom just
doesn't understand you. (Artists include
Das~board Confessionals and The Get
Up Kids.)
Space Rock: The kind of post-apocalyptic alienation that appeals to Star Wars
and Star Trek geeks at convention centers around the world. Appropriate during Leonard Nimoy poetry readings or a
space shuttle trip with that dork from
N'Sync. (Artists include David Bowie,
Sun-Ra and George Clinton.)
Hardcore Punk Punk rock with a bit
more intensity and style and an overwhelming desire to be, well, punk rock.
Jennifer R. Catlin
Appropriate for the social activist or
political anarchist in all of us. (Artists
"He does very professional, very
include Black Flag, Sick of it All and Bad
good work" says Antonio Carella, a guiBrains.)
tarist living in Wicker Park. Schneller has
Alt-Country: The same grief and torfixed Carella's amps and tuned his guitars,
ment associated with country music
and Carella hopes to have a custom
minus the heavy twang and suicidal teninstrument made some day. "They sound
dencies.Appropriate during agricultural
real clean, real warm," says Carella.
discussions with your friends or when
Wilco's JeffTweedy plays a Specimen, you're drinking Pabst Blue Ribbon instead
as does Alan Sparhawk from the band
of pina coladas. (Artists include Wilco,
Low. But you don't have to be quasiRyan Adams and Old '97s.)
famous to get a Specimen; you just need
Techno-Acid-Jungle-House Fusion:
money. Amplifiers range from $800 to
Computer geeks who can tum a
microwave, a trombone, three old Barry
$6,400, and guitars from $1,950 to
White tapes and a drum machine into
$7,950 for Schneller's standard designs.
the perfect 17-minute pop song.
Prices for custom pieces depend on the
Appropriate when you want to make up
project.
your own lyrics to the song or you just
"I'll build pretty much whatever anyfeel like twirling neon sticks around in the
body wants," Schneller says, "But I sort of
air. {Artists include too many to list.)
tend to favor the simple, the stripped
Prog-Rock Home to concept albums,
down, more minimal stuff I see more
laser light shows and catchy little keybeauty in that. More functionality."
board sounds, Prog-Rock appeals to an
Specimen is located at
audience of drugged-out technology
1240 N. Homan Ave.; (773) 489-4830;
junkies. Appropriate for high-pitched wailwww.specimenproducts.com.
ing sessions with your roommates or for
- Elizabeth Zak roller skating in your driveway. (Artists

include Yes, Rush and King Crimson.)
Power Pop: A big ego, big dreams and
big hair are all you need to enter the
world of power pop.Appropriate when
you want to hear the same song with 37
different titles and you enjoy looking at
yourself in the mirror. (Artists include
Creed, Nickleback and Celine Dion.)
The Garage Scene: A remarkable
genre where production values and songwriting skills are tossed out the window
in favor of loud noise aimed at disgruntled youths.Appropriate for basement
parties or spending New Year's Eve on
MTV (Artists include The White Stripes,
The Vines and Jet.)
Goth: Black eyeliner. combat boots
and pale skin are the necessary tools to
rock out gothic style.Appropriate when
you want to sacrifice your little brother
to a vampire goddess or when Anne Rice
is in town for a book-signing at Barnes &
Noble. (Artists include Type O Negative,
Bauhaus and Sisters of Mercy.)
- Matthew Jaster

Voting For Dummies
Making your two cents count
Voting isn't just for old people; it's for
everyone. And with the election only a
few months away. it's time to make sure
you're registered.
In order to vote in Illinois, you must
live in the state for at least 30 days. To
register, bring two forms of ID (such as
your social security card and a driver's
license with your current address) to the
Chicago Board of Elections, 69 W
Washington St., Room 600, or any branch
of the Chicago Public Library. The last day
you can register for the presidential election is Oct. 5. A voter registration card
will be mailed to you. (If you live in the
suburbs or plan to vote by absentee ballot in your hometown, contact your local
Board of Elections for more information.)
On Nov. 2, bring your voter registration card with you to your local polling
place. (Visit www.chicagoelections.com or
call (312 )269-7976 to find your polling
place.)
Fo_r information on issues and candidates, check out www.vote-smart.org or
www.voterinfo.net.
- Lesley Jones

i~

and bus systems. The CTA will conveniently take riders to j
~ nearly any location in the city. Route maps are available at
·t: train stations and online (www.transitchicago.com). You can
u also find your way by using the online Trip Planner or by
calling 836-7000. If you know where you are and where you
want to go, these services will get you there.
(

Learning the lingo

J

Ever asked for Coke hoping to receive Diet Pepsi? The di(
ferences in colloquial expressions can make a newcomer's co1·
versation uncomfortable. Here are the Chicago terms for se,,
eral common items:
J
Pop (n.) I grew up calling it "soda," but if you want a fizzy, 4
sugar-laden liquid in this city, ask for a "pop."
Water Fountain (n.) In Wisconsin you'd call it a "bubbler,"
but in Chicago the place to quench your thirst is called a
"water fountain."
,
Fountain (n.) Leave off the "water" and you're talking about'.
public park attraction that sprays water into the air and may]
include a sculpture or pool. Some allow you to exchange you,
spare coins for wishes.
Washroom (n.) The locally preferred term for "bathroom" 01:
"toilet."
"I.:' (n.) Chicago's elevated train system (even when it runs ·
underground).
Loop (n.) The downtown Chicago area where the "~' makei,
circle.
CTA (n.) Chicago Transit Authority, which operates the "E
and buses.

Good eating

I f you a re new to Chi ca go , simple things like
getting around, eating a hot dog and quenching your thirst
may present some challenges. What's the "L?" Where's the
ketchup? And why would you want to drink from a fountain?
Here's a guide to some of Chicago's quirkier qualities.

Finding your way
Once you understand Chicago's grid system, you'll never get
lost again. The center is at the intersection of State Street ,
which runs north/south, and Madison Street, which runs
east/west. As you travel, the addresses increase by 100 for
each block you travel north or east, and decrease for each
block you travel south or west. Eight blocks equal one mile.
And Lake Michigan is always to your east.
For example, Whole Foods Market is located at 30 W
Huron St., so it's on the first block west of St ate and about 13
blocks north of Madison, or almost two miles. Ta da! If you
keep this up, you could go on to drive a cab.

Getting around
Parking is often hard to fmd. City lots and garages are
expensive. So it's important to become familiar with Chicago's
public transportation system. Full-time students are forced to
buy a U-Pass, which grants unlimited access to the city's train

Don't go looking for cheese dogs, cheese fries or corn dog
at the ballpark. You will, however, find plenty of over-sized h(
dogs and polish sausages, extra salty peanuts, melting malt
cups and cold, expensive Old Style.
If you buy one of those hot dogs, don't even think about
asking for ketchup. Locals top their dogs with mustard,
onions, relish , peppers and even fresh tomatoes, but not witl
ketchup. And never refer to a Chicago dog as a wiener or yo1
might be called one in return.
If you order the city's native deep-dish pizza, expect to fill
up on one slice. A true Chicago pie is about two inches thicl
and overflowing with cheese.
If you're from the South, don't plan on finding biscuits.
From New York? You might be appalled at the doughy
objects that Chicagoans call bagels. But there's one thing we
all can agree on: Chicago doesn't skimp on options. From
fast food to pub grub, you'll find plenty to eat just about
anywhere in the city.

A piece of home

If you yearn for something a little more recognizable, chec
out www.metromix.com, one of the all-inclusive guides to
Chicago events and eateries. You're sure to find a state-them
bar, club or restaurant where you can feel at home.
- Kristin Gag,.

'i ime
flow to bring harmony to your home with eng shui
Getting a job, finding love, reducing stress and making
nds meet are major priorities for students. Improving the
ow of ch'i probably isn't , but it should be, according to a
,ooo-year-old Chinese art called feng shui.
Feng shui (pronounced "fung shway") is often called
the art of placement." It aims to promote balance and
armony through the positioning of furniture and
nhancements-plants, rocks, crystals, mirrors, wind
himes, art and other objects-in your living space.
There are several forms of feng shui, but all are based
n the idea that by improving the flow of ch'i (chee), or
ood energy; in your surroundings, you can improve
ifferent areas of your life, such as your reputation,
ealth, creat ivity, career and love.
"It is our body's response to our surroundings," says BJ.
orman, owner of Space Harmony Feng Shui. When ch'i
ows properly (meaning it is continually circulating in your
pace), your environment is balanced and harmonious, and
ou can reap the results.
Feng shui focuses on the home because of our personal
onnection with our living spaces. "Our homes reflect our
terests, our deeply held beliefs, our spirit and our pasion," says Denise Linn, founder of Interior Alignment
nstinctive Feng Shui. "Our homes are mirrors of ourelves."
To im prove the flow of ch'i, a bagua ("bah gwa") map is
sed to divide your space into nine areas that correspond
o aspects of your life. Placing enhancements in an area of
he room improves the corresponding part of yourself
You don't need a lot of space for feng shui. "The size of
he apartment has no bearing on health, wealth or happiess," according to Richard Webster, author of many feng
hui books including Feng Shui for Apartment Living. "If you
range your belongings in the correct way, even the smallst of apartments can become a safe haven that brings you
verything you desire."
T hat's good news for students. It means that if your
oommates aren't too keen on having the apartment or
orm feng shuied, you can apply techniques to just your
oom, your desk, or even your bed.

Practicing feng shui doesn't have to be expensive. Many
of the techniques simply involve rearranging what you
already have, and homemade enhancements can be even
more powerful than store-bought ones.
Feng shui doesn't have to interfere with your beliefs,
either. "You can take what you want and leave the rest ,"
Gorman says. "When feng shui dogma interferes with
your own human need, throw out the feng shui." So if
you don't feel good about hanging crystals to attract ch'i,
or doing "blessings" in each room, skip them. After all,
you can't create a balanced and harmonious environment
if something makes you uncomfortable.
If you're skeptical about the power of feng shui, that's
OK. Even if it doesn't bring you health and happiness,
at least your living space will be less cluttered and more
homey- something your roommate is sure to thank
you for.

- Lisa Thomson
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ules ofJeng shui
lear the clutter. Do you love it? Do you need it?
o you use it? If not , get rid of it. Too much furniture can
lock the flow of ch'i.
earrange what you have. If something says "relation"p" to you, put it in the relationship area of your space.
ound out your room by angling your furniture or putting
lants, crystals or other enhancements in the corners.
epa '1 • Paint areas of your space to correspond with the
agua map, but only use colors you like. If you can't paint
our walls, introduce color with pillows, candles and fabrics.

Add light. Natural light is best, but lamps and candles also
can add ch'i.
Trust your intuition. Choose enhancements that represent the qualities you are seeking to add to your life.
Let ch'i circulate. Clutter blocks the flow of ch'i. But
"fighting doorways"- two doorways that are across from
each other-encourage ch'i to come in one doorway and go
right out the other. Place objects or enhancements in the
line of fighting doorways, windows and drains.
- Lisa Thomson
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Whether it's the $r50 electric bill, the missed rent payment, ~
or that coveted box of Lucky Charms, everyone has a financial j
horror story from sharing an apartment or dorm room. In a
~
perfect world, we'd all be responsible for our own living
6
expenses. Of course, the world isn't perfect, and neither is your
slacker roommate.
"The biggest problem between friends is when someone
doesn't pay his or her fair share," says Ilyce Glink, a financial
reporter for WGN-TV and author of 26 books, including Real U
Guide to Bank Accounts and Credit Cards. "It's one thing to alternate
between buying a pizza and soda; it's another when someone is
footing someone else's phone bill."
Even if your roommate isn't a freeloader, there's still the issue
of his or her friends.
"I moved into an apartment with my best friend from high
school and there was all kinds of weird tension," says Todd
contract exists, it's a good idea to create one. Things to specify
Burbo, 23, a fiction writing major at Columbia College Chicago.
in the contract include:
"I lost some DVDs and CDs because he was always throwing
..f- Personal Property: Wh.a t can be borrowed and what can't?
parties and having people I didn't know come over to the apartment."
-t Schedule: When does each roommate study, sleep or
Although Burbo had set some ground rules before moving
listen to music?
in with his friend, he couldn't avoid falling into certain
-t Chores: Who is responsible for what, and how often?
familiar traps.
-t Long-term guests: How long can they stay?
"I spelled it out right before we moved in together that I
didn't want his girlfriend at the apartment all the time," Burbo
-t Smoking: Is it permitted?
..f- Parties: How many, how often, and how big can they be?
says. ''.A few months later, his girlfriend moved in and she wasn't
chipping in on any of the expenses."
-t Shared Items: How will you divide expenses for food,
utilities, and other shared items?
Borrowing and lending money also can become a problem.
4P Communication: How will you handle conflicts?
"If you trust someone with your cash and they abuse your
It's also important to get to know your potential roommate
trust, you'd be foolish to trust them again," Glink says. "If you let
someone take advantage of you financially one time, it's a misbefore you move in together.
take. If it happens again, it's on you."
"Spending some quality time with the person you're going to
The more roommates you have, the more such problems can
live with can go a long way toward ameliorating future disarise, making dorm life especially difficult.
putes," Glink says. This, in turn, can make it more comfortable
"It was a waste of money to live with a bunch of people you
to address the financial aspects of living together.
didn't get along with who ate all your food and disrespected your
"Money can really tank a friendship," Glink says. "Instead of
stuff," says Jamie Murnane, 2r, a Columbia journalism student
guessing what someone thinks about money or how much they
who shared a dorm during her freshman year. "I had a roommate really have, you should sit down and talk about what your own
who wanted to be a contestant on American Idol and she was
money values are. By opening up about your own financial sitsinging all the time, except she wasn't very good at it. My other
uation, your roommate may feel more comfortable talking
roommate had a boyfriend from Australia who stayed in our
about his or her own financial status."
room for four months."
Burbo has learned from his mistakes and found himself in a
T hese kinds of problems can be averted with some planning.
more compatible roommate situation with a female co-worker.
"We had a roommate contract to sign at the dorms " Burbo says.
"It's working out pretty good because we both have normal
"It was good because it forced us to address certain' issues."
sleep schedules and open and honest communication," Burbo
Many colleges offer roommate contracts to students who live
says. "I wish I was living with a guy, though, so I could walk
in dorms. These contracts specify how everything from bills to
around in my drawers and I wouldn't have to watch Friends
~hores ~ill be divided, and can even address schedules and sleep- or The Bachelor all the time." This, of course, is another
mg habits. But regardless of where you live and whether or not a issue altogether.

- Matthew Jaster

Jennifer R. Catlin

'

Traditional (eviche by Robert Reynaud
(serves 2-4)

8 oz. skinned, boned whitefish in 1-1.5 oz .
.

pieces
2 oz. baby shrimp
3 oz. baby scallops
1 cup lemon juice w/ the juice of one lime
2 tbsp. diced red onion
1 roasted red bell pepper diced, peeled
and de-seeded.
1 oz. chopped cilantro
Salt, pepper and Tabasco sauce to taste
Combine ingredients in a bowl. Keep
refrigerated while marinating for at least
12 hours. After it is as "cooked" as you
like, you can add more spices or Tabasco
if it needs it.

Less-Traditional (eviche with Pineapple
Aioli by Robert Reynaud (serves 2-4)

8 oz. lobster claws
3 oz. baby scallops
1 dozen shelled mussels
4 oz. lemon juice w/ the juice of one lime
6 oz. blood orange juice (red-fleshed
orange, typically grown in Europe. The
puree or the fruit itself can be found
in specialty stores)
2 tbsp. diced red onion
1 yellow bell pepper, diced and de-seeded
1 oz. chopped cilantro
Salt, pepper to taste
Combine ingredients in a bowl. Keep
refrigerated while marinating for at least
12 hours. To make the aioli, boil I cup of
pineapple juice down to half a cup. After
letting it cool, blend in 4 oz. olive oil a
little bit at a time using an electric hand
mixer; it will turn white. As it cools, it
will thicken to nearly the consistency of
mayonnaise. Drizzle on top of the
ceviche mix.
Jennifer R. Catlin

Simply
Ceviche:
A cure for the
common cook
When "cooking" becomes a dirty
word, the old-world remedy could be
ceviche. This South American seafood
dish is, in fact, all about curing: curing the
fish, curing your hunger and curing the
menace of unforgiving recipes and dull,
nukable meals.
Ceviche (also spelled cebiche or serviche) is raw seafood marinated in an
acidic juice. The acid turns the fish's flesh
white as it alters the protein structure.
Ceviche probably started in Incan or
Mayan Peru or Ecuador, where
hunter/gatherers would marinate their
catch to keep it from spoiling on the long
trip back to camp. Hundreds of years
later, it's easy, healthful and
becoming trendy.
"You really need the acid, seafood
and little oil to add flavor and soften the
fish," says chef Robert Reynaud, a 20-plus
year veteran of the food industry. "Once
you have that, everything else is done to
taste."
Here's how to make ceviche:
I . Choose an acid strong enough to
cure the fish or seafood. Lemons and
limes are most common, and can be
mixed together. Tomato juice also does
the job. Add other juices for flavor if you
like.
2. Cut shellfish or light, white fish
into one-inch squares and add to the acid.
Vegetarian? Try mushrooms or tofu.
3. Add crisp veggies like bell peppers
and onions along with some "fire" (hot
peppers or hot sauce) to taste.
4. Marinate for 12 to 24 hours before

serving or eating, and finish leftovers
within 72 hours. Even if it's refrigerated,
the juice and fish will eventually turn sour.
Choosing the right fish is essential.
Light, white fish works best. "Salmon or
tuna get too dried out," Reynaud says.
"Plus, they have stronger flavors, and you
really want the juice to enhance the fish,
not the opposite." Also make sure the fish
is very fresh. Find a reputable seafood
dealer, and then clean the fish well before
you add it to the acid. If you can't buy
very fresh fish or seafood, start with quality frozen versions.
After eating, make "Tiger Juice" or
"Tiger Milk" by adding a little vodka to
the leftover juice. Drink up and forget
cooking headaches and boring, unhealthy
food. And if at first you don't succeed, go
to a Latin American restaurant and try
their ceviche. It might give you some
ideas.
- Charles Fuller
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ow to serve up a successful dinner party
Let's face it: Dinner parties
en't common on college campus. The prosp ect of preparing a full
eal for a large group is intimidatg for any student who isn't studyg the culinary arts.
It~doesn't
have to be hard,
though. Even if
you only have
the most basic
cooking skills,
you can host a
dinner party if
you choose the
right dishes and
plan ahead.
"I like to
keep it simple,"
says Bridget
Weis-Urbain,
ef and owner of Cook from
ratch , a culinary school
the West Loop.
e suggests
.
oos1ng a
cipe with no
ore than five
gredient s that
be made the
'ght before your
arty. Nancy M ills,
-author of Help! My

artment Has a Dining
oom, suggests lasagna
ecause it's simple to preare in advance, doesn't take long
cook and easily fee ds a large
oup.
"If you just follow the recipe, it's
ally not that complicated," says
evin Mills, N ancy Mills' cothor and son. "If I just follow the
st of ingredients and don't get too
eative, things gen erally work
t."

If the entire dish can't be preared ahead of time, Weis-Urbain
commends getting the prep work
one well in advance of the party:
op the vegetables, measure the

liquid ingredients and spices and find all
the pots and utensils.
Also, check the food preferences of
your guests. If you plan to serve meat and
you don't have another main course
option, check that none of your guests is
vegetarian or avoids the type of meat you
have chosen.
If you are nervous about your cooking
skill or the quantity of food you'll need,
keep a few things on hand that you can
add to the meal. Weis-Urbain recommends keeping an assortment of condiments as well as crackers, cheeses and
nuts.
Then set up the room. Make sure you
have enough chairs for all your guests, and
clear the clutter from
your countertops.
Don't fret about
having streamers
or balloons to
add to the
ambiance.
The easiest
thing to
do is
make
the
food itself
the party's decorations, says WeisUrbain. You can arrange fruit
on a plate with a dollop of
whipped cream in the middle. Even
multicolored tortilla chips surrounding a
bowl of salsa can be festive.

The most convenient way to serve is
buffet-style. Place all the dishes and utensils on a side table or counter. When it's
time to serve the meal, place the food on
the same table or counter and let guests
serve themselves. Place drinks on a separate table along with glasses (or plastic
cups).
Plan to put food out no more than 45
minutes after your guests arrive. Set out a
few trays of cheese and crackers or carrot
sticks and vegetable dip for everyone to
munch on while you finish preparing the
meal.
T hen sit down and enjoy the meal with
your friends. "The most successful party is
where the host is completely relaxed,"
says Weis-Urbain.
Clean up as soon as your guests have
finished eating, before you serve dessert.
This will make it easier to clean your
dishes; you may even get some h elp from
your guests. Weis-Urbain suggests having
a full sink of soapy water ready to go and
the dishwasher empty.
Once the food is gone, the dishes are
done and you're ready to get in your pajamas and go to bed, there's the timeless
dilemma of how to get your guests to
leave.
Nancy Mills recommends using your
student status to your advantage by saying
you have a paper due or an early class the
following day. But if all the usual excuses
fail, she offers one final suggestion: stop
serving alcohol.
Finally, remember that you'll get credit
for trying, even if everything doesn't come
out perfectly. "In college, just the idea of
cooking is novel. So if you can actually
produce edible food, that's impressive,"
says Kevin Mills.
"I agree with 'simple is better.' A dinner party is not about impressing people.
If you have an
apple, cut it up,"
says Weis-Urbain.
'½.nd if things flop,
order out."

- Rachel Yeomans
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several more years out of the workforce
well as the costs of tuition, books, fee
and other education-related expenses.
~<fll.Imt" t"@ ~«» t"@ ~~<fll.<dl ~~lru.@@11~
Will you recover that money? And if no
will it still have been worthwhile?
Why would you want to put yourself
He also recommends assessing your
through the agony of attending more
family situation. Will the time and monj
classes, sacrificing more sleep and getting
that an advanced degree require overfurther into debt?
whelm those who support you?
Depending on your thirst for knowlAs with undergraduate studies, it's
\
edge and your career goals, it just might u1i,
important to assess the specifics of the
I
cc
be worth it. The most important thing
school you choose: faculty reputations,
I
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health services, campus life and housing
I ,I•'
(
And, of course, you will have to endure
I
entrance tests and a tedious application
Be honest about how mueh 9ou
I
process.
Then be prepared for a lot of hard
tiKed 9-oin9- to eolte9-e.
work and self-discipline. The standards
are high; As and Bs are the only acceptable grades for staying in most graduate
programs. "Some grad students look like
deer in headlights from being so overehan<!-es aPe 9ou won'tliKe
whelmed by the work," says Friedman.
Make sure you're going into that with
9-Paduate sehool eitheP.
your eyes open.
Be honest about how much you liked
to consider is your reason for wanting
going to college. If you didn't enjoy thos
to further your study.
years, chances are you won't like graduat
It's perfectly legitimate to go on to
school either. But just because you loved
graduate school because you love your
college, that isn't reason enough to refield and you have a burning desire to
enroll. According to Friedman, it's not a
learn more about it, according to Bill
good idea to go on to graduate school
Friedman, graduate advisor for Columbia
because you don't know what else to do.
College Chicago. If this is your motivaBut in other fields, the advantages of a Chances are you'll be just as lost with an
tion for considering higher education,
advanced degree.
graduate degree are a little less clear. ''An
remember this quote from Harold
Even if you choose not to go on to
M.A. in philosophy or English will make
Whitm.an: "Don't ask yourself what the
graduate school now, you can enroll later
you more employable, but will not train
world needs. Ask yourself what makes you you for work in any specific field," says
when your career goals are clearer or yol
come alive, and then go and do that.
Richard Jerrard, author of The Grad School wish to change your career. "You can
Because what the world needs are people
retrain yourself for a brand new start in
Handbook: An Insider} Guide to Getting in
who have come alive."
life," says Keith Cleveland, acting dean c
and Succeeding. If you know your career
Most people, however, are motivated
Columbia College's graduate school.
goals, check whether a master's degree
by the idea that they need a graduate
Don't worry about the time gap betweer
or doctorate would truly give you an
degree in order to get a particular job or a advantage.
your degrees. "When you have a new ma
desired salary. In some fields, this is obviFriedman recommends that in addition ter's degree, people do not care how you
ously true. You can't become a doctor or
spent your earlier years," Jerrard says.
to assessing your educational and profeslawyer without an advanced degree.
-Jennifer R. Cati
sional goals, you should think about your
Public school teachers earn a higher salary financial situation. Consider the cost of
if they have an advanced degree. You'll
need a doctorate if you wish to teach on
the university level and a master's degree
to teach at the college level. A doctorate
in mathematics or economics is likely to
help you to get a job at an investment
firm, large corporation or government
agency. It's also an asset if your ambition
is to run an art museum or a library.
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hat to do when your boss crosses the line

In 2000, I landed a job at an upscale restaurant in the
oop. I was the youngest employee and one of only two
omen. Wow, I thought. All that wine knowledge I picked
p working at the Olive Garden must really have impressed
hem.
Something had impressed Tony, the manager who hired
e, but it wasn't my experience. "Hey baby," he said. "H ave
ever told you how sexy you are?" He was so close I could
mell his breath. '½.re you wearing a bra today? You know
hat is part of the uniform."
I would move away. "Kiss my ass, Tony."
"Oh baby, I love when you talk dirty," he'd reply. ':Just
how me where."
I felt angry, demoralized and helpless. And I didn't know
hat to do.
Those are typical reactions, according to Natalie Fisher,
.C.S.W., of Chicago Women's Psychotherapy Associates.
Some (victims} even may question their own behavior,
hich is never a good idea," she says.
Rose Mattax, a social worker at the Heart Center in
orest Park, says it's common for people who harass others
o use sexist terms like honey and sweetie, tell dirty jokes
d ask about their victim's sex life. Harassers also may look
t people in ways that make them uncomfortable, touch
hem or block their paths.
All of these forms of harassment are illegal under both
ederal and state law. Title VII of the federal Civil Rights
ct of 1964 prohibits employment discrimination and
arassment. This includes sexual advances and requests
or sexual favors, as well as any other actions or words that
reate an uncomfortable working environment for people
f either gender.
The Illinois Human Rights Act also prohibits sexual
arassment in the workplace by employers, fellow employes, agencies, and labor organizations. Harassment is illegal
hether it is expressed or suggested, used for employment
ecisions such as hiring and firing, or interferes with an
mployee's job performance by creating a hostile work
•
nv1ronment.
Employees who believe they are being sexually harassed
can file a claim of harassment with the Federal Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission and the Illinois
Department of Human Rights. (They are protected from
los~ng their jobs on the basis of filing a complaint.) Such
claims must be filed within r8o days of the alleged incident.
The clgencies then begin an investigation to
determine whether the charges are valid. This can be a
lengthy _process and can involve attorneys and court dates,
though 1n some cases the Illinois Department of Human

Rights is able to solve disputes through mediation.
In my case, I had no knowledge of the federal and
state agencies that could have protected me. I did
consider consulting a lawyer, but that seemed prohibitive
on my salary of $3.09/hour. So I took matters into my
own hands.
I followed Maddax's advice and confronted Tony. I
named the behavior ("You just kissed me.") and st ated
my objection and what I wanted him to do ("That's
harassment. Stop!").
"Don't smile, be very serious and be prepared to repeat
yourself," Mattax had advised me. She also recommended
letting other people know about the harassment. So I
wrote a letter to Tony's boss. I described the harassment
in great detail. Tony was immediately fired.
It's important to address harassment before it st arts to
erode your self-confidence. "Sexual harassment is very
serious; some people may develop post-traumatic stress
disorder," says Mattax, who counsels victims of sexual
harassment .
"Confronting the harasser is important for gaining a
sense of control in your life," Fisher adds. "You are in
charge and will not allow this behavior in your life."

- Clare Morris

Resources
For more information or to file a claim, contact:
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
(800) 669 -4000
Illinois Department of Human Rights
(312) 814-6200

TI

Jacob Mueller, 37, is tall with broad sh oulders, short brow
h air and chiseled facial features. Nobody would mistake hiI'll
for anything other than a man. But his birth certificate one(
read ':Jennifer."
"I actually thought I was male when I was a baby," says
M ueller. "I have actually always considered myself male, or
thought I was male, or felt male, and then society intervene
and said, 'You're a girl; you're not a guy."'
When Mueller was young, his mother forced him to wear
dresses. He ripped them off and pleaded for pants. When
he hit puberty, grew breasts and began menstruating, he w&
devastated. But he didn't talk about his discomfort being
female b ecause he didn't want to be considered a freak. "I
became an intensely withdrawn, messed up and
suicidal-at-times kid because I had the wrong body, the work
was wrong and I wasn't allowed to talk about it," he says.
Mueller abused drugs and alcohol, and ran away from
home several times. When he was 14, he learned about
homosexuality. "I tried to be a lesbian for a few years. I was
not very good at it. I was not loved and accepted and
embraced by a lot of other lesbians," h e recalls. '½.nd that's
actually b ecause I 'm a guy, and we must have all known that
at some level."
It wasn't until h e took a college course in women's studie:
that Mueller learned about transsexuality. W h en h e was 2 2 ,
Mueller came out as male. Only one of his four brothers wa
supportive. T h e others, h e says, were "disgusted." His moth·
er was relieved that h e would no longer be doomed to h ell
for being a lesbian, but his father still feared the worst for
his daughter. "If there was a hell, I don't think they would
just put the gay p eople and transsexuals in it," says Mueller.
DEFINING

GENDER

The terms "sex" and "gender" often are used interchangeably, but they are not the same thing. "Sex" refers to a person's physiological characteristics, as expressed by genitalia,
while "gender" refers to a person's social role or identity.
"The fact is that sex and gender are two different terms,
and that by distinguishing them you could actually talk
about gen der in a way that isn't confused with genitalia," sa)
J oan Erdman, PhD, an anthropologist who teaches a course
on gender and culture at Columbia College.
Erdman says gender is a social construct, and people are
expected t o neatly fit into either the male or female category. "The first thing th ey look at in someone is wh ether they
are male or female, not whether they're tall or sh ort, fat or
thin, or old or young," says Erdman. "There is a discomfort
that people have when they eith er can't determine someone
~
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sex by their gender behavior, or when they find that they are
ambiguous."
Ambiguity often leads to hostility. ':Just about everywhere
you look, there are images of what's appropriate behavior for
men, what's appropriate behavior for women and sort of a
constant barrage of what could happen to you 'deservedly so'
if you don't follow the rules," says Michael S. Kimmel, a
sociologist at the State University of New York at Stony

'I THINK IT IS INEVITABLE THAT BOYS
WILL COME TO CLAIM THAT HALF OF
HUMANITY THAT HAS BEEN DENIED TO
THEM, JUST AS GIRLS HAVE BEGUN TO
CLAIM THAT HALF OF HUMANITY THAT
WAS DENIED TO THEM.'
-MICHAEL S. KIMMEL

Brook and author of The Gendered Society. Kimmel says little
girls are taught that if they don't grow into appropriately
feminine women, they will face rejection, as will little boys
who aren't appropriately masculine. "It seems sometimes like
the whole culture is determined to make sure that little boys
and little girls come out acting the way they're supposed
to," he says.
Those who fail to fit these categories can face harsh consequences. According to a national study conducted in 2001
by the Sexuality Information and Education Council of the
United States, 41 percent of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and queer (a term used for people who don't feel they fit
in any category) youth under the age of 19 do not feel safe in
their schools, and 69 percent report being victims of violence and harassment. The National Transgender Advocacy
Coalition, based in Washington, D.C., reports that during
the first half of 2003, 207 transgender people in the United
States died because of violence against them. Six were in
Chicago.
Women who aren't adequately feminine suffer less disapproval than men who aren't conventionally masculine.
Kimmel attributes this to the women's liberation movement,
which made it acceptable for women to be assertive, athletic, competitive and ambitious, and to take ownership of
their bodies and sexuality. The roles for men and boys
remain more tightly constrained, but Kimmel is hopeful. "I
thin.k it is inevitable that boys will come to claim that half of
humanity that has been denied to them, just as girls have
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UNIQUE SPECIALTIES INCLUDE

FRUSH I
FRENCH TOAST KABOB
PANCAKE FLIGHT
ARTISTIC OMELETS
AND MANY OTHER DE LICIOUS
SELECTIONS TO ROCK YOUR WORLD

narTHSIOB:

oawnTawn:

3231 N. CLARK ST.

75 W. HARRISON

773.549.4400 • 8 AM-3PM

312.447.1000 • 7 AM-3PM

NEAR INTERSECTION OF CLARK AND BELMONT.
FROM LAKESHORE DRIVE: EXIT AT BELMONT,
GO SIX BLOCKS WEST TO CLARK STRE ET.
BY TRAIN: EXIT AT RED LINE BELMONT STOP,
GO EAST ONE BLOCK TO CLARK STREET.

a sruncH ParTY 1n vour mouTH

NEAR INTERSECTION OF HARRISON AND CLARK.
FROM MICHIGAN AVENUE: RIGHT ON
HARRISON, GO FOUR BLOCKS WEST TO CLARK.
BY TRAIN: EXIT AT RED LINE HARRISON STOP,
GO WEST TWO BLOCKS TO CLARK STREET.

ano THB WHOlB WOPlD IS coming
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The International Bill of Gender Rights, adopted by the
International Conference on Transgender Law and
Employment Policy, claims the following IO universal rights
for all human beings:
• the right to define gender identity,
• the right to free expression of gender identity,
• the right to secure and retain employment and to receive
just compensation,
• the right of access to gendered space and participation
in gendered activity,
• the right to control and change one's own body,
• the right to competent medical and professional care,
• the right to freedom from psychiatric diagnosis or
treatment,
• the right to sexual expression,
• the right to form committed loving relationships and
enter into marital contracts,
• the right to conceive, bear, or adopt children, the right
to nurture and have custody of children and to exercise
parental capacity.
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JACOB MUELLER (RIGHT) IS FORTUNATE THAT HIS PARTNER, SUE WEISS (LEFT) SUPPORTED HIM THROUGH HIS
SEX-CHANGE OPERATION.

( continuedfrom page 23)
begun to claim that half of humanity that was denied to
them," he says.

At this point, this bill is no more than a proposal, but the
Conference is encouraging local, national and international
bodies to adopt it into law.
The International Bill of Gender Rights is designed to
remove transgender people from the margins of society and
grant them the rights all other people enjoy. Erdman, for
one, isn't holding her breath. "Individuality and categorization mean that different people and different groups accept
different things," says Erdman. "To hope for homogenization
is perhaps futile. To accept it is absurd."

PROTECTION F ROM DISCRIMIN A TION
LON G RO AD T O AC CEPTANCE

There has been an increase in the number of laws that
specifically protect people from discrimination based on
gender identity, according to the Transgender Law and Policy
Institute in New York. In 2002, the Chicago Commission on
H uman Relations adopted an ordinance that states, "No
person shall discriminate against any employee or applicant
because of race, color, sex, gender identity, age, religion,
disability, nat ional origin, ancestry, sexual orientation,
marital status, parent al status, military discharge status or
source of income."
Some employers also have expanded their policies to
include gender identity. Apple Computer, American Airlines
and The New York Times are among the corporations that
openly acknowledge the rights of all people to live and work
without being questioned about gender identity. Many
colleges and universit ies include similar language in their
admission policies.
It's difficult to estimate the number of people such policies protect. T here are no national statistics on the number
of people who are transsexual (those who identify with the
opposite sex) and transgender (those whose gender identity
differs from the one assigned to their biological sex).
Even the statistics on discrimination and crimes against
transgender people can't be separated from crimes against
gays, lesbians and bisexuals.

For those who don't fit into the conventional gender divisions, it can be a long, hard road to feeling comfortable in
society. Mueller, who is the administrative assistant in the
Office of Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgender Concerns
at the University of Illinois at Chicago, has finally arrived,
but he recognizes that he is unusual.
Two years ago, Mueller started taking hormones, and a
year and a half ago he underwent sex change surgery. "Now I
look on the outside like I feel on the inside," he says.
Therapy and his partner of IO years, Sue Weiss, helped him
through the transition. "She actually realized I was a guy
when she met me even though I had a woman's body, and we
fell in love," Mueller says.
"For transsexuals, there is an imperative to transition.
It's not a whim or a phase, it's 'If I don't do this, I'm
probably going to kill myself,"' he says. But doing so comes
with the risk of losing everything: friends, family, job,
kids, reputation.
Mueller is fortunate to have a partner who has loved him
through the entire process, a family that doesn't shun him
completely and a job where he can be open about his life.
But for many transgender people, simple needs like these
still seem far out of reach.
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6eautiful large apartments aloee to
eahool and downtown traneportation

· New Upgrades through out the
bu ild ing and units
· Fur nished units available
· Ind ividual leases
· Roo mmate matching available
· TO S of Storage
· Floor to ceiling windows with tons of
light

· Great views of the lake or downtown
· ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED (except
phor e) Free high speed internet, cable,
heat a nd electric, A/C in every unit
· Bea utiful European style 28 floor
build ing
· Gorgeous State of the art fitness
cente... Bu s iness center
· TONS of laundry
· INDOOR POOL

' 2 St,.; N DECKS
· Ga me room and media room (pool

tables, f ooseball, games etc ... )
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The HotHouse is an unsung b

by

Charles

Fuller

On a Tuesday night in March, the entrance to the HotHouse
looks deserted. The lights are low, the lobby is littered with free
papers, the box office is empty.
Red paint runs up the walls of a wide staircase. At the top, a large
room adorned with tribal masks and statues hums with a hip-hop
bass line. People mingle near the bar or sit at tables around a low
wood stage, framed by a mural of Zeus, Charlie Parker and other
figures summoning music.
There are a lot of tilted hats on "Phat Tuesdays," the HotHouse's
weekly hip-hop night. On other nights, the performance space reverberates with salsa, folk, jazz or world music. Sometimes it's the setting for plays, films or spoken word performances.
All of these art forms find a home at the HotHouse, a non-profit
arts venue dedicated to presenting under-represented art. Marguerite
Horberg, the founder and executive director, defines the talent as
coming from "the margins of the commercial market."
"We don't want to box ourselves in," Horberg says. "We look at
almost all of our programs as fitting into that loose definition by contrasting them to top-40 pop culture."
"The HotHouse programs groups that may only come to the
United States for three shows," says Peter Margasak, a music critic
whose articles often appear in The Reader. "Nobody may know who
they are here, but they're popular in their own country. Without the
HotHouse, some of these groups would never come to Chicago."
Though hip-hop is hardly marginal, the groups performing at the
HotHouse are mostly local and relatively unknown. "Well, there's hiphop, and then there's hip-hop," says Tim Bisig, program director.
It's easy to understand what he means this Tuesday. The opening
band, Urbanized Music, opens with sounds that challenge the radio
standard. A woman in an oversized flannel shirt, blue jeans and a
dirty blonde ponytail hands the mic to a woman in a sparkly shirt,
black pants and braids. In the audience, people tap their feet or bob
their heads. An occasional hand hits the air.

A church to art and culture
The HotHouse is actually the combination of the non-profit
Center for International Performance and Exhibition (CIPEX) and a
for-profit bar. The performance space is booked almost every night,
either with public performances or private parties. On the other side
of the space is a gallery that houses temporary exhibits.
The non-profit status and progressive social goals make the
HotHouse a cultural church-one where Art replaces God and
Horberg is the High Priestess.
'½.rt with a capital W-which can mean so many different
things-is a vehicle or catalyst to understanding cosmology and our
place in the world," she says. "If one isn't necessarily religious, I think
that art provides a second opportunity for people to think big
thoughts and have some kind of entry into an unspoken way of perceiving the world."
Horberg didn't start out planning to run a performace space. Her
first business venture was a vintage clothing store on Adams Street,
(continued on page 30)
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(continuedfrom page 2 9)
The Salon Of Modalisque. She invited bands to play after-hours shows in
her boutique, and gradually discovered she was more interested in the
music than the clothing.
In 1998, the HotHouse moved to
its current home at 31 E. Balbo Ave.
The next year, Horberg incorporated
as CIPEX. Since then, it's grown
tremendouly. Today Horberg has 37
paid employees, including part-time
janitorial and door staff, and an annual budget of $1 million.
"Other people who're developing
business models kind of put their
funding together first, before they
launch a project like this," she
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admits.
Matthew Meisenhelder, the
front-of-the-house manager, says it's
about relationships-the need to satisfy everyone from patrons and
artists to suppliers and the City.
"It's tough in a relaxed [business}
atmosphere, where we say it's not so
hierarchical," he says. "We still have
to manage, and we still need to have
everything in line for people that
come out.
"Employees here have to know
and present the organization, not
just know how to make a martini,"
he adds. "You have to be able to
answer questions about things like
membership; what we're trying to
do."
The congregation is growing.
Though most shows do not sell out,
an estimated 48,000 people attended
a performance at the HotHouse last
year. Memberships cost $40 to
$1000 a year for benefits that range
from three designated member-free
shows per month to open admission
for all performances and invitations
to dine with the artists.
Non-profit status allows the
HotHouse to get money from fundraising and donations rather than just
the typical bar and ticket sales, and
donors can take a tax deducation for
their donations. Still, money is tight.
"Being perennially undercapitalized has been a challenge," Horberg
says. "It's put a lot stress on me personally."
Ross Harano, the president of
the HotHouse Board of Directors
and managing director of the Illinois
Trade Office, has brought some marketplace understanding to the organization's decisions.
"We're finally seeing the light at
the end of the tunnel," Harano says.
"Some of the programs pay for themselves, but we need to get 20 percent
of the budget from outside sources."
People won't donate if they don't
come, and in order to provide some
regularity for patrons, Harano and

the Board have recently started
offering particular performace styles
on certain days of the week. "Even
for other venues with a somewhat
broad programming range, the people that go there know what to
expect on each day. We're trying to
do that with the HotHouse," Harano
says.
"I've been doing this for my
whole adult life, and I've never had
any training," Horberg says.
"Sometimes it's been hard, but we
continue to grow and professionalize."

Reaching out for audiences
The HotHouse looks altogether
different when the sun is shining and
the black drapes are pulled. Textiles,
statues, plates, records and paintings
line the room-most of it from
Horberg's personal collection.
Meisenhelder, who goes by the
name Brady, sits at one of the tables
drinking tea. He started working at
the HotHouse four years ago sweeping floors. He's become the
Executive Pastor in a way, overseeing
communication between the staff
who handle programming, the bar,
maintenance and other functions.
"I think we've been extremely
successful at being visionary," he says.
"There is a limited business knowledge, a limited economic background, limited bookkeeping skill,
because we're part of an organization
that's largely creative. But we're
learning how to project costs in a
more efficient way, predict how
many people we'll need for staff on
any given night."
Bisig sits at a table in the light
yellow and blue gallery. Two pianos
nestle against the walls along with a
jumble of chairs and tables. He's tan
from a recent sabbatical to Chile,
and his dark hair-short on the
sides, longer on the top and back-is
matted and twisted.
"We do whatever we like, basically," Bisig says. "But we try to do
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things that aren't pop and commercial. If this thing is an art form and
it's speaking to a large population, a
community of people, then we'll put
it on stage, and we want people to
come. And it doesn't really matter
how good they are or how much we
like it, it's about getting the word out
to the people."
Except for a group's dedicated
fans, there's no telling who will show
up. For example, when a band from
Zimbabwe performs, people from
Zimbabwe living in Chicago come
out to hear them. "When I first started I would just walk up and down the
different neighborhoods and drop off
flyers in the right stores," says Bisig.
"N ow, I contact local publications or
radio that serves the different cultures. Get on e-mail lists. Slowly, the
word gets out."
Bisig attends music conferences
throughout the world to hear more
music and find better ways to market
it . W hen he sees a band that would
be appropriate for the HotHouse, he
may collaborate with other venues,
such as Washington, D.C.'s Kennedy
Center, New York's Lincoln Center
or Los Angeles' Hollywood Bowl, to
help create a U.S. tour for the band.
T he difference between the
HotH ouse and the other venues on
these tours is their budgets.
"It takes a lot of money to fly
someone here, even from within the
United States. T hen you have to put
them up in a hotel and feed them,"
Bisig says. "Lincoln Center knows it
will get a crowd because of subscriptions and because, well, it's the
Lincoln Center. Sometimes we have
great shows with like 50 people."

Friday night mass
T he crowd is sparse on a Friday
night in spring. A first-run play, " ... for
you were a stranger... ," and a latenight set from an eclectic folk group,
Funkadesi, are on the schedule.
Borberg looks around the perform-

ance space, moves a lamp, then starts
organizing the HotHouse's mismatched coffee cups.
Between shows, much of the
crowd leaves, and the rest mingle by
the bar. Then two fire marshals stroll
in. The night manager quickly greets
them and leads them to the gallery.
The bartender starts to clean glasses
more quickly.
The May 2003 stampede at the
E2 nightclub led the city to increase
inspections and crack down on safety
violations at local clubs. Last summer
the city shut down the HotHouse for
three weeks for lacking the proper
liquor license. After $100,000 in lost
income and remodeling costs, it was
able to re-open.
"They've made a lot of trips and
suggestions every week," Brady says
of the fire marshals. "I wish they
would just get me a list and we'd take
care of it all at once."
Despite the setback last summer
and the ongoing need to meet city
codes, Horberg has big plans. She'd
like to start a record label for the
HotHouse's live performances, as
well as program off-site events. Bisig
hopes to expand the programming to
include comedians and speakers. He'd
love to get Al Franken.
Among those looking to the
future is TJ. Kanczuzewski, programming intern for Bisig. He's only been
with the HotHouse since the beginning of 2004, but he's already
hooked.
"Whenever shit's going crazy,
Marguerite is still up there listening
to reggae or something," he says. "I
can always stop in to talk with her,
and her love of art really reflects
here. There's something going on."
Bisig recalls a recent memorial
service for Malachi Favors, a legendary Chicago jazz musician. "We
had musicians from all over the country. Everyone was standing around
playing music and speaking to their
brother Malachi, speaking to the eld-

ers," he says. "It was magical."
That may seem a little strange to
some, and Bisig admits that even his
friends won't always come out. But
the HotHouse remains relaxed.
"I think people get the impression that we're a little highbrow
because of the music and the space,"
Bisig says, "But we're the lowest brow
you can be. We'll take anybody. We
just want people to come out and
enjoy what we're trying to do."
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Chicago, IL
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O NE YEAR LATER, THE CONGRESS PICKETERS WILL NOT BE MOVED

By Eric Alexy
Since the Congress Plaza Hotel strike began onJune 15,
20 03, the strikers have endured everything Chicago weather
has to offer, and then some.
T he strike-one of the longest in recent Chicago historystarted after the employees' contract expired on Dec. 31, 2002.
Several months of contract negotiations followed, but the
hotel's final offer would have slashed employees' wages by 7
percent. That would have left Congress employees with annual incomes between $9,266 and $20,079, compared to incomes
of $11,315 to $24,752 paid by other Chicago hotels for the same
positions. In addition, the hotel's offer cut family health insurance coverage, according to Clare Fauke, spokeswoman for
Hotel Employees, Restaurant Employees International Union
Local I.
On May, 31 2003, the union members voted 113-1 to walk
out .
Since the strike's inception, Fauke says many of the
Congress strikers have found other jobs. Still, about 90 strikers picket full time (25 or more hours a week), which entitles
them to union compensation. The hotel has hired replacement workers.
According to Congress Hotel attorney and chief negotiator
Peter Andjelkovich, the Congress had to either lay off employees or cut their wages because of lagging business. "In the city
of Chicago, convention business is way down," he says.
''The unfortunate losers in this situation are the workers,
which the union has taken out of jobs and put on the streets,"
Andjelkovich says. "They had jobs with us-they were getting
93 percent of their wages and all of their benefits-and the
union put them on the street."
Andjelkovich and Fauke argue the specifics of the contract
dispute. Andjelkovich claims the union refused the hotel's
pension and benefits offer. "He's either lying or he doesn't
understand," Fauke counters. She says the workers' health
insurance was eliminated after the hotel refused to cover the
annual increase in the plan. "It's sort of like the rent of your
apartment," she says. "If you say, 'Well, I'm not going to pay
the increased cost in the rent,' you're going to get evicted."
To date, discussions between the union and hotel have been
fruitless, Fauke says. "There's no indication that they've
changed their tactics at all," she says. "When it comes down
to it, the hotel knows what it needs to do to settle this strike.
If they wanted to settle this strike, they could do it in 10 minutes."
Robert Bruno, associate professor of labor and industrial

relations at the University of Illinois at Chicago calls the
Congress Hotel strike "a pretty nasty one."
"It's an unnecessary complication on the part of its ownerto really force these workers out on the streets. It's a pretty
blatant, bold-faced act of corporate greed," he says.
Bruno, who hosts CAN TV's "Labor Beat" program, calls
the length of the strike "somewhat exceptional" both for
strikes in Chicago and in the hotel industry.
"[The strikers} had some intense grievances," Bruno says.
''.And they had been very loyal to the industry. These were very
senior people who had made a career out of working in the
hotel industry. A lot was on the line for them. They genuinely
felt abused by this employer."

CHANGED MAN
Henry Miller, 51, spent more than half of his life bartending
at the historic, but now dilapidated, Congress Hotel.
Despite picketing there at least 25 hours a week, including
this warm afternoon in early March, Miller says, "I don't focus
my life on this place anymore."
In fact, if and when the strike is resolved, Miller doesn't
intend to return to work at the hotel, where he began working
in the late '70s and learned to bartend. He's found a new job
at LaGrange Memorial Hospital,
and has also found religion. So not
only doesn't he need his job, but
he feels he can no longer serve
drinks in good conscience.
Still, Miller, a Mississippi native
who moved to Chicago at the age
of 15, plans to picket alongside his
fellow strikers until the bitter end.
"I have something in there that I
have to get out," he says. "I have a retirement pension in
there. They're trying to take all of that from us too."
Miller says he no longer has hard feelings for the hotel or
the replacement workers, although that wasn't the case when
the strike first started. Miller confesses that he initially made
some rude remarks to hotel officials, then came to regret his
actions and apologized.
"If I hadn't apologized like [God} says, then maybe the people [would've} been like 'Mr. Miller, your mortgage is due, so
we're going to have to put you under foreclosure,"' he says,
adding that he was late paying a few bills because of the strike.
Miller says the strike has taken a toll on his daughters, ages

(continued on page 37)
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14 and 3. "I don't get the time to spend with them that I'd
want to," he says.
Miller believes the outcome of this strike will send ripples
through the hotel industry. "If this hotel wins this thing,
hotels around the world will look and say, 'If a hotel like the
Congress did what they did, we can do it, too."'
"This is a spiritual fight here and people don't even know
it," he adds. "They [said we} can't stay out there during the
winter. If you compare this [winter} to all the other winters,
we really only had two bitter cold days. God told us, 'I'm not
going to bring you all out here and leave you all out there
like that."'

LOSING PATIENCE

Jose Alvarado, a native of Mexico, came to Chicago's
north side with his family four years ago after living in
Denver for several years. He worked as a housekeeper at the
Congress, where he says he was treated respectfully before
the strike began.
Alvarado hasn't found a job since the strike began, and is
living on the $200 a week he gets from the union for striking full time. He is living with his aunt and cousins, and
··:·,'$':. :,-,..
hopes to return to work at the
..!
~:1:1,:•,, J.
hotel if the strike is resolved. O n
':-, ':tt"
4"1", _? •......
,, ...
,;
..
- this particular afternoon in late
it,;:
t
March, he puts in a few hours on
ft~·
d
the picket line before heading to
his English class at Lakeview
T O JAIL AND BACK
College. "I want to speak better
It's a frigid Friday morning and Lisa Langston, 45, bundled
English," he explains.
tightly in her black Local I jacket and matching gloves, slowAlvarado says he feels sorry for
ly paces the entrance of the Congress Plaza Hotel next to
the replacement workers because
two fellow strikers.
they are not making what he considers to be good money.
Langston, a Congress room attendant for nearly a decade,
But he also resents them. "Sometimes when I see the scabs,
says she has been arrested twice because of her role in the
I'm like, 'Hey, you're a loser man,"' he says, adding that the
Congress Hotel strike. She feels the strike is a cause worth
replacement workers are diminishing the impact of the
going to jail for.
strike and should be ashamed of themselves for crossing the
Her first run-in with the law took
picket line.
place on the first day of the strike
Alvarado has harsh words for Albert Nasser, chairman of
when she walked directly in front of the partnership that owns the hotel. "With his workers in
the hotel's main entrance. "They
the Philippines-they use these workers like slaves,"
said we were on Congress property,"
Alvarado says of Nasser's overseas garment factories. "So
she says. ''Actually it was city proper- that's why he wants to have his slaves right here in Chicago.
ty. T hey threw that out of court."
But he's wrong. Not in Chicago. Maybe in the Philippines,
She was arrested again on
but not right here."
D ecember 15 after making some comments to a Congress
Alvarado has been disappointed by some people's inability
visitor. "I said 'Shame on you' for going in," she explained.
to understand the importance of the strike. He recalls the
"[T he officer} came up and grabbed me by my arms. He put
day in March when Chicago R&B star R. Kelly shot a music
the handcuffs on me real tight, and I told him they were too video in the Congress Hotel. "Shame on you, scab," he says
tight, and he said that was too bad." After other officers disof Kelly for crossing the picket line. "There are better hotels
covered Langston was with the union, the arresting officer
than this one, but he decides to come to this one."
apologized to her, she says, and she was released.
"We decided to fight for benefits, for respect, for everyLangston, a Chicago native who lives in the South Loop
thing," he says. "We're going to be here 'til the end.
with her husband, a firefighter, and two daughters, ages 15
"Some people were working at the Congress Hotel for 20
and 18, scoffs at the idea of not being able to pay bills ·during years. Twenty years later they cut their money, they cut their
the strike, but she admits it has been hard on her daughters.
children's health funds. That's stupid."
"Before my husband became a firefighter, there was not a
lot of money in the house," she says. "We had to cut back on
some of the things we were used to getting." Langston doesn't intend to return to work at the hotel. She's merely "out
here fighting" and hoping she'll get her pension from the
hotel.
M ost of all, Langston says she feels for the replacement
workers. "We've had replacement workers [tell us} that management didn't pay them. What did you expect? We're out
on st rike. Do you think they're going to treat you any better
than us?"
Langston hesitates for a moment when asked if the strike
Will come to a close in the foreseeable future. "From the
looks of it," she says, shaking her head, "no."
't
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John was a sophomore in high school when he started
cutting himself "I remember going into the woods by my
school, sitting down at a tree, taking out a pair of scissors, and just cutting myself By the time I walked back
to the school, blood was coming through my shirt," he
says. John cut his upper arms, his forearms, his thighs.
Sometimes he would cut frantically; other times, he
would drag the blade across his skin slowly. He felt at
ease cutting and watching himself bleed.
It began after his girlfriend was institutionalized. They
had met on the Internet in eighth grade and began seeing
each other a year later. "If I have ever been in love, I was
in love then," he says. He didn't fit in well in high school;
she was the only person he could connect with. But she
had issues of her own. "She seemed so much worse than
me. I was keeping everything in while she was pushing
everything out," he says.
The closer they got, the more he found himself spiraling down with her. "I got into the cutting because I saw
the marks on her arms, she had marks all over her body

Cutting is an attempt to push emotion deeper
beneath the surface-to bleed instead ot cr_y.

T""""e scars o.,.. se .._-muti ation
are more t . . . . an s in
Carrie Bergagna

and it seemed to really help, it really seemed to attract
me," he says.
When his girlfriend left, John was overwhelmed by
emotions he didn't understand, and he didn't know how
to move on without her in his life. Cutting was the only
thing that soothed his emotional pain. It was a release,
and soon became a necessary part of his life.
In his junior year, John felt more out of control. He
began cutting his thighs and forearms deeper and more
frequently. "It was just something I did to put me in a
neutral state," he says. "I couldn't deal with life clean."
Pain was not an issue. "It didn't hurt, but when it did, it
felt good," John says. Cutting replaced crying; he could
face the world dry-eyed and brave.
Cutting and cleaning his wounds became a ritual. "I
carried a roll of tape and some Kleenex with me.
Anywhere I was I could just tape Kleenex to it."
John, who asked that his name not be used, is one of
two million Americans who struggle with self-abuse,
which is defined as "the deliberate, repetitive, impulsive,
non-lethal harming" of their bodies. According to SelfAbuse Finally Ends Alternatives (SAFE), a treatment
program in Naperville, Ill., 60 percent of self-abusers are
female, and 60 to 80 percent of them also have some
type of eating disorder. Both behaviors involve the purging of what Wendy Lader, Ph.D., clinical director and cofounder of SAFE Alternatives, calls "toxic feelings."
T hough cutting is one of the most common forms of
self-abuse, there are other forms: burning, scratching,
picking scabs, bruising or breaking bones, hair pulling,
and inserting sharp objects such as shards of glass, fishhooks or needles in body openings. Self-abusers also may
use razor blades, broken glass, scissors, knives, lit matches or cigarettes, or even hot lighters to mutilate themselves.
Katie Pszotka, a junior at North Central College, started cutting with friends when she was 12. They cut themselves and each other to pass the time; they became
blood sisters. But when she started high school, Paszotka
began cutting her breasts, forearms and upper arms with
straight-edge razor blades she kept in a small box along
Wit h peroxide and gauze. "It became this automatic
response to stress, anger, anything that I just couldn't, or
really didn't want to, deal with. If anything went wrong,

that's just what I did. I remembered what it felt like
when I cut with my friends, this rush," she says. She
would rather feel the cut of a razor blade than disappointment, anger or a broken heart. Cutting was a way to
push her emotions deeper beneath the surface. She bled
instead of crying.
Krishna Desai, a junior at Northern Illinois University,
began cutting the bottoms of her hands and feet with her
brother's shaving razor when she was 10. She and her
mother recently had moved from the suburbs of Chicago
to India, where religion dominated her life. After her
baby cousin died, she felt betrayed by her prayers. Not
knowing who to turn to for support, she began cutting
herself secretly.
"I would go into the bathroom and steal the razors
from my brother's shaving razor," she says, "I liked to see
(continued on page 41)
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the contrast of the red drops and the white marble floor."
She didn't have to worry about scarring because the bottoms of hands and feet don't scar. Desai kept that part of
her life from her family and most of her friends.
It's not unusual for self-abusers to hide their scars.
Although it can be a cry for help or attention, the act of
self-abuse can be embarrassing as well. It's very personal
and usually secretive. Self-abusers sometimes wear longsleeve shirts or long pants, even in the summer, to hide
their wounds or scars.
Pszotka cut her breasts more often than any other part
of her body because they were easier to hide. She hid the
scars on her forearms and upper arms by wearing longsleeve shirts all year round. "I didn't even start wearing
tank tops until I was a senior in high school," she says.

Treatment

SAFE Alternatives, located at Linden Oaks Hospital in
Naperville, is the only program in the country dedicated
specifically to treating self-abuse. The 30-day inpatient
and outpatient program for patients ages 12 and up was
begun by Karen Conterio, with the help of Lader, in 1985.
It includes both group and individual therapy.
It isn't just about stopping the self-abuse; it's about
finding out what's triggering it. "We do believe that it's a
form of coping and what we do is figure out the reasons
why they're doing it," Lader says. Most of the people who
seek treatment are middle to upper class, bright, but
lacking in self-esteem. Lader estimates that up to 90 percent of the patients she sees are depressed and have been
discouraged from expressing their anger and sadness.
Patients talk about their anxieties, stresses, and concerns in hopes of understanding and overcoming them.
"What's the point of talking about, 'I took a razor out
It 's common tor
and cut myself 20 times?' That's mental masturbation,"
Lader says. "It becomes a pissing contest; who cut more
se lf-abusers to
times, the deepest. We don't glorify it."
hide their scars.
Treatment for self-abuse takes time and dedication,
and it can only succeed if the patient is motivated to
Although it can
make the change. For this reason, SAFE Alternatives
doesn't take patients who are forced or coerced by their
be a cr:J tor help,
parents or friends. Program directors feel that patients
benefit only if they agree to come for treatment. It's the
the act ot selffirst step to taking back control of their lives.
It can take time for people to admit to self-abuse and
ab use can be
seek help. "I wasn't ready to talk to anyone about what I
e
was doing. It was mine," Pszotka recalls. "When I did
embarrassing. .D~"'
talk to anyone about it, I told them what they wanted to
u
hear. I wasn't in that place yet." She has yet to seek treatE
w
ment. Although it has taken her several years, Pszotka
has worked hard at getting to the source of her anxieties;
"People in my class or at work would see my scars and
the things that pushed her to cut. Cutting isn't such a
always ask why I tried to kill myself or if I knew that I
prominent part of her life anymore. John, too, still strugdidn't cut the right way or in the right place."
Self-abuse often is misinterpreted as a failed attempt at gles with cutting and with substance abuse.
But SAFE Alternatives' many successes have convinced
suicide. "It's a survival technique not suicide," says Lader,
of SAFE Alternatives. Suicide can occur accidentally if a Conterio and Lader that people can overcome self-abuse.
They keep a binder full of letters written by former
person cuts too deeply, severing a vein, an artery or a
digit. "However one may abuse themselves, is not usually patients who credit the program with helping them stop
hurting themselves. Their records show that 72 percent
their preferred method of suicide," Lader says.
of their former patients are injury-free two years after
Although self-abuse is not considered an addiction,
Lader describes it as "addictive like" because people may completing the program.
It's not easy to overcome the urge toward self-abuse,
need to do it more and more in order to achieve the
same result. Suicide may even become a last resort when but it certainly can be done. "(We] don't believe that
self-abuse no longer has the same effects it used to have. once a cutter always a cutter," Lader says.
Above all, it needs to be taken seriously. Lader points
out that ignoring self-abuse can be dangerous because in
addition to the physical harm it causes, self-abuse leaves
S.A.F.E. Alternatives
emotional scars. It's a form of avoidance that keeps self801 S. Washington St.
abusers from developing effective ways of coping with
Naperville, IL 60540
everyday issues. If their problems remain unsolved, they,
(800) DONT CUT
along with the self-abuse, can continue from puberty into
www.selfinjury.com
adulthood.
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Local schools are
By Doris Dadayan
and Kristen Menke
There's a new school of journalism. Students are
learning to copy and paste off the Internet, to fabricate
quotes and sources and to generally disregard ethical
standards. Fairness, accuracy and integrity-the basic
tenets all budding journalists are expected to embraceare being undermined by these new lessons.
The instructors in this school include some wellknown names: Jayson Blair of the New York Times,
Stephen Glass of The New Republic and Jack Kelley of
USA Today. They also include university presidents, local
reporters and many others outside the world of professional journalism.

So how bad is the problem?
Cheating is an epidemic on college campuses.
According to a 1999 study conducted by the Center for
Academic Integrity at Rutgers University, more than
80 percent of college students cheat in some form on
at least one occasion, and 38 percent of students use
material from Internet sources verbatim and without
attribution.
This "cut and paste plagiarism" is especially
problematic for future journalists. If students don't
learn how to properly paraphrase and attribute material
while they are in college, they may go on to make
mistakes that end their careers.
Yet there's plenty of evidence that students aren't
taking this seriously. Journalism instructors at Chicagoarea colleges report cases in which students have lifted
entire passages from websites, textbooks and other
publications. The problem isn't restricted to freshmen
who haven't yet learned the rules, either. At the Medill
School ofJournalism at Northwestern University, a
graduate student in the accelerated master's degree

4

tWat the
program was caught plagiarizing a couple of years
ago. Last year at Columbia College Chicago, an undergraduate in her final year of the program lifted a lengthy
passage from a website.
And perhaps even more troubling, it appears that
instructors aren't taking plagiarism seriously. According
to a 1993 study by Donald McCabe, founder of the
Center for Academic Integrity, fewer than half of college
instructors are willing to "devote any real effort to document suspected incidents of student cheating."
John Barrie, founder of turnitin.com, a website that
provides plagiarism-detection software for educational
institutions, explains this reluctance as a matter of ·
naivete on the part of instructors.
"The safe thing to do is always give the student the
benefit of the doubt. To assume that they didn't know
what they were doing, they didn't know how to cite a
source and they didn't know how to properly write a
term paper," Barrie says.

How are schools addressing it?
In response to this problem, schools have been
developing and refining their academic integrity policies
and putting students on notice about the consequences
of violating these policies.
As in the past, professors have some discretion, from
giving the student a failing grade on the paper to a failing
grade for the course. But at Medill, a student who is
caught plagiarizing also must appear before a disciplinary
board made up of faculty and students and may be
denied a degree in journalism. At DePaul University,
an account of the infraction is placed in the student's
academic file and a copy goes to the vice president of
academic affairs. Students may request a hearing in front
of the academic integrity board if they disagree with the
professor's assessment or decision, according to Barbara
Speicher, Ph.D., chair of the Department of
Communications at DePaul.
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The journalism department at Columbia has
formed an academic integrity committee to re-evaluate
the existing academic honesty policy. According to
department chair Nancy Day, the new policy will impose
harsher consequences on students who are further along
in their studies.
"We have this academic honesty policy, but we're
also in agreement on the faculty that it's an open admissions college and we'll give everybody the benefit of the
doubt to start," Day says. ''.And we'll work with you one
on one, but by the time you're a junior, senior, graduate
student and you're getting close to the degree, you have
to be at professional standards."
Columbia also is in the process of developing a sys..:
tern to teach and test students' knowledge of plagiarism.
Barb Iverson, an instructor in the journalism
department, has developed a website with exercises on
how to identify and correct plagiarism as well as links to
other schools' plagiarism sites. "What we want to do is
make sure in a couple of introductory courses that the
students really know what plagiarism is. And then
beyond that, we want to make it clear that, especially in
journalism, it is a career ender," she says.
Many schools are turning to the source of much of
the problem-the Internet-as part of the solution. At
Indiana University's School of Education, web director
Ted Frick and three of his students created an online plagiarism test that has become a requirement for incoming
students.
"Every fall in the orientation, when the new students
come in, we tell them, 'You need to go through this
because we do not accept ignorance as a reason for
[plagiarizing}.' We're all hoping that we can minimize the
problem by making people aware of it and we're trying to
.
remove ignorance
as an excuse. ''

Is ignorance an excuse?
This raises the question: Are students plagiarizing
because they don't understand proper attribution skills?
"Some students in their early semesters at Columbia
seem to be confused after growing up in an Internet culture about what you can cut and paste and what you
can't," Day says.
"I don't think we've really acknowledged how truly
unsophisticated-let's use that word rather than ignorant-our students are about what they can and can't do,
should and should not do," says Charles Whitaker, professor of journalism at Medill and director of the
Academy for Alternative Journalism.
But journalism students at Columbia challenge this
assumption.
"For me it's pretty cut and dry: If it's not your work,
you're cheating," says Alicia Dorr, a sophomore in the
journalism department's magazine program. "It's our
ideas that we're putting out there, so if you're taking
someone else's ideas, then you're really not a journalist."
"[Plagiarism is} when a student attributes someone
else's work as their own," says Jessica Diehl, a junior in
the news writing and reporting program. "If a student
takes something and rewords it, it's considered plagiarism
by most standards."
And yet, some students believe that while they are in
school, professional standards shouldn't apply to them.
"I disagree with this whole academic integrity thing
Columbia has going," Diehl says. "Students don't have
integrity when they're on deadline, working two jobs and
may fail a class if they don't complete the homework.
They're desperate. At least, I like to think they are."
Ryan Saunders, a senior in the magazine program,
attributes the rise in the number of plagiarism incidents
to an overall attitude about cheating.
"In this society in particular, I believe cheating is so
commonplace it is expected-thus the disclaimer on
every syllabus a student will receive in his academic life,"
(continued on page 45)
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(continuedfrom page 43)
he says. '½.nd unless fortunes are lost, hierarchies toppled, and the masses enraged, general cheating is, and
will be, generally tolerated."
For Day, such tolerance would undermine the value
of a journalism degree. "We don't want any people
devaluing what a journalism degree is by not upholding
those ethical standards," she says.
"I think it's hard to get students to buy into the fact
that this is a problem and something they need to avoid,"
DePaul's Speicher says. "I think some students understand that, but others probably just think, 'Well, what
can I get away with?"'
Saunders echoes this statement, "Caught? That's a
joke. You have to be really careless to get caught today."

W
hat does this mean for the future?
Regardless of whether or not students truly understand the seriousness of plagiarism, in school and out,
word crimes have to be rooted out of journalism in order
to save what's left of the field's diminishing credibility.
According to The State of News Media 2004, a
report published by the Project for Excellence in
Journalism, between the years of 1985 and 2002, "The
number of Americans who think news organizations generally get the facts straight declined from 55 percent to 35
percent." The report also concludes that only 49 percent
of Americans feel that news media are "highly professional," down from 72 percent in 1985.
New policies on academic integrity won't help until
they acknowledge that students aren't unsophisticated or
ignorant. They know full well what they're doing and
they're confident that they're going to get away with it.
And there's no reason to think they won't keep on violating the basic tenets of journalistic ethics once they get
out in the workplace.
In the end, giving students the benefit of the doubt
is a disservice to the students and to the profession. In a
field built on accuracy and reliability in reporting to the
public, cheating can't be tolerated.
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Thai Appetizers
T1 Fish Tod Mun (5) ......................................... 5.25
Fried spicy fish cakes blend with Tthai spices seNed
with our own cucumber sauce topped with crushed
peanuts.

T2 Thai Chicken Wings (6) ............................. 4.95
Chicken wings stuffed with bean thread noodles.
chopped celery and ground chicken dipped in a light
batter and deep fried to golden brown cut in pieces
and seNed with house sweet and sour sauce.

T3 Satay (Skewered) Beef or Chicken ........ 4.95
Choice of chicken or beef marinated in Thai curry
herbs, and coconut milk ser1ed with peanut sauce
and cucumber salad.

T4 Spring Rolls (3 Rolls) ................................ 4.95
Fresh Thai soft spring rolls filled ithcucumbers, bean
sprouts, tofu, and scrambled egg topped with plum
sauce and red onions.

C1assic Thai Curr\1

Thai Etttrees

Served Hot 1'1ediun1 or rnild

Served hot mediurn or 111ild

T18 Green Curry .................................................. 8.95
Your choice ofmeat, stir, fried, chicken, beef, shrimp,
tofu or vegetable. famous Thai green carry with
coconnt milk, bamboo shoots, green peas, kaffir
leaves and basil leaves.

T19 Red Curry ..................................................... 8.95
Chicken, beef, shrimp, tofu or vegetable.
Traditional Thai Red Curry coconut milk, fish sauce,
palm sugarpaprike powder and kaffir leaves pumpkin.

T20 Panang Curry ............................................... 8.95
Chicken, beef, shrimp, tofu or vegetable. A delicious
panang curry and coconut milk fish sauce, sugar,
paprika powder and kaffir leaves.

T21 Masaman Curry ............................................ 8.95
Onion, peanuts, potato coconut milk, fish sauce, palm
sugar, lime juice, paprike powder.

TS Pettie Egg Rolls (8) ..................................... 4.95
Tiny egg rolls filled with chicken, shrimp,
black mushroom and bean thread noodles.

T6 Egg Rolls (3 Rolls) ...................................... 4.95
our home-made egg rolls stuffed with chicken, shrimp,
bean thread noodles, carrots and cabbage served with
sweet and sour sauce.

T7 Fried Moon Shrimp Cake ......................... 4.95
Ground shrimp and onions with sauce deep fried.

Sa1at,s
TS Cucumber Salad .......................................... 1.50
Crispy green fresh cucumber wilt, sweet and sour
dressing topped with red onions.

T9 Beef Salad (Yum Nua) ............................... 4.95
Ground beef mixed wish chili powder, lime juice and
onion mint leaves served on a bed of lettuce.

T10 Chicken Salad (Nam Sod) ........................ 4.95
Steamed chicken with lime juice, fresh ginger roasted
peanuts, hot peppers, lettuce.

T11 Squid Salad (Yum Pia Muk) ..................... 5.25
Boiled squid mixed with chili powder, onion, lime
juice, andpepper.

T12 Bean Thread Salad
(Yum Woon Sen) .......................................... 5.25
Boiled glass noodles mixed with chicken, shrimp,
onion, and lemon juice.

T13 Cat Fish Salad (Hor Mok)
or Shrimp ...................................................... 5.25
Fish sliced with ginger, onion, lime chilies, peanuts
and lettuce.

Soups
T14 Tom Yum Soup............................................ 4.95
Hot and sour chicken in savory chicken broth with
strawmushrooms, lime juice and lemon grass.
(Shrimp 5.25)

T15 Tom kha Kai ................................................. 4.95
Chicken breast and mushrooms cooked in spicy
savory broth of coconut milk, lemon grass, and
galanga root.

T16 Stuffed Cucumber Soup ............................ 4.95
Cucumber with ground pork and fish sauce,
sot sauce, green onion pepper.

Noot,les
T36 Pad Thai (Thai Style) ................................... 6.95
Rice noodles with sweet turnip and fried tofu, stir fried
ina slightly sweet & sour tamarind sauce ser.ted with
ground peanuts and /lemon.

T37 Pad See Eiw Rice Noodle .......................... 6.95
Stir-fried rice noodles with beefeggs chinese broccoli
and sweet soy sauce. (Pfld k/Jce 11100)

T38 Thai Spicy Crazy .......................................... 6.95

T22 Ginger ............................................................. 8.95
Chicken, beef, shrimp, Tofu or vegetable. squid, fish,
pork. Your choiceof meat stir-fried and simmered with
fresh ginger mushrooms, onion, baby con1 and celery.

T23 Garlic (kaikw5 ties) ...................................... 8.95
Chicken beefshrimp tofu or vegetable. squid fish pork.
Your choice ofmeat marinated and stir-fried and with
fresh garlic. Fresh mushrooms onions and peapods.

T24 Spicy Basil Leaves (pad-kra-prao) .......... 8.95
Chicken beef shrimp tofu or vegetable. squid fish pork.
Your choice of ,neat with basil leaves crushed fresh
garlic sweet pepper green onion and mushrooms in
spicy sauce.

T25 Chili & Bamboo shoots (pad prik) ......... 8.95
Pork, chicken, beef, shrimp, Squid, fish, clams
stir-fried in a spicy peppers with bamboo shoots.

T26 Sweet Cashew ............................................... 8.95
Pork, chicken, beef, shrimp, squid, fish, clams. Your
choice of meat stir fried with garlic chili paste soy bean
oil and fish sauce. Sweet soy sauce sugar with cashew
nuts peapods.

T27 Pork Cooked in Soy Sauce
(Pork pa-Lo) ................................................... 8. 95
Pork with sweet soy sauce.

large rice noodles with prawn and chicken, sliced chili
peppers tomato vegetable and sweet basil leaves
seNed with fresh bean sqrouts and lemon in your
choice of meat.

T28 Sweet & sour chicken or Pork
(pad Preow Wan) .......................................... 8.95

T39 Padd Woon Sen ........................................... 6.95

T29 Cinnamon Duck ........................................... 8.95

Stir-fried crystal noodles bean sprouts shrimp chicken,
carrots, pea pods egg and onions.

T40 Thai Spaghetti ............................................... 6.95
Ground chicken with shredded chilies onion, green
pepper, tomato, basil leaves, fish sauce, sweet soy
sauce, sugar vinger and noodles.

T41 Egg Noodles with Pork
and Fish Ball ................................................ 6.95
T42 Spicy Silver Noodles Soup ..................... 6.95
Ground pork, shrimp with fish cake, fish balls, bean
threads and bean sprouts chili, green onion.

Stir fried vegetables in sweet sour gravy.
Duck with palm sugar pepper and ginnamon stick.

T30 Steamed Egg and Seafood
(Ho Mok) ......................................................... 8.95
Fish filled with coconut milk and spinach nappa
cabbage basil leaves red chili, cilantro, shredded
kaffir leaves steamed.

T31 Shrimp or squid or Fish
and Pineapple Curry ................................... 8.95
Pineapple with coconut milk fish sauce, sugar, vinegar
and curry sauce.

T32 Fried Cat Fish ............................................. 18.95

friet, Rice
Hot and spicy upon request. choice of meat,
chicl,en, beef, shrimp porl{, tofu or vegetables.

T43 Thai Fried Rice ............................................. 6.95
Stir hied rice with your choice of meat, onions, green
peas and carrots with eggs and Thai seasoning sauce.

T44 Pineapple Fried Rice .................................. 6.95
Stir fried rice with your choice of meat, onions, carrots,
celery, broccoli and pineapple.

Whole fish with ginger garlic cornstarch flour, salt
pepper oil for deep fired.

T33 Stir Fried Mussels ....................................... 8.95
Boil mussels with tapioca starch and cornstarch, eggs,
green onion, cilantro, bean sprouts.

T34 Stir-fried Chili Squid ...... ............................ 8.95
Squid with chilies garlic, basil leaves and fish sauce,
sweet soy sauce.

T35 Stir-Fried Mango Chicken ......................... 8.95
Chicken stir-fried with mango.

T45 Basil Fried Rice ........................................... 6.95
Stir fried rice with fresh basil leaves, onions, bell
peppers and hot.

T46 Curry Fried Rice (Kow Pad Karee) .......... 6.95
Stir fried rice with curry herbs powder and onions,
carrot, celery and broccoli in your choice of meat.

NOW SERVING BUBBLE TEA

T47 Thai Stuffed Omelet ..................................... 6.95

T/9 Red Curry

"e

~

Stir fried ground pork beef or chicken with onion and
carrot, celery, troen, peas, tomato sauce.

T36 Pad Thai

~
~

.T26 S•veet Cashew
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Vietttamese
Appetizer
V1 Goi Cuon (2) .................................................. 3.95
(Summer Rolls)- refreshing rolls wrapped in rice paper
with cooked shrimp slices ofcooked pork, green
leaves, mini leaves, bean sprouts and rice noodles.
served with delicious peanut sauce.

V2 Cha Gio ......................................................... 5.95
(Vietnamese Crispy Spring Rolls} . Dee fried rolls
wrapped in rice paper wish a mixture ofground pork,
chicken, crab meat black mushrooms and clear rice
noodles.

V3 Cha Gio Tom ................................................ 5.95
(Shrimp Spring Rolls) - Deep fried rolls wrapped in
rice paperwith a 1nixture ofground pork, chicken,
crab meat. shrimp, black mushrooms and clear
rice noodles.

BMtt, Mi Rice &
£55 Nooble

Cac Mott Att Voi Com

(Served 1vith Soup or Dry)
V25 Bun Thit Nuong ........................................... 6.95

HA1 SAN Seafoob

(Sliced marinated broiled) with rice noodle served with
cucumber, lettuce and bean sprouts.

V45 Muc Xao Xa Ot ............................................. 8.95

V26 Bun Thit Nuong Cha Gio ........................... 6.95

V5 So Nuoc Dua................................................ 6.95
(Mussel Casserole) - Delicious mussels simmered in
a casserole with coconut milk, curry powder and
spices.

V6 Cua Rang Muoi ........................................... 8.95
(Peppered Salt Crab) - Blue crab stir-fried in butter
then coated with salt and spices. (excellent)

V7 Banh Cuon .................................................... 5.50
(Steamed Rice Crepe). Ground pork and black
mushrooms, wrapped in delicious crepe ofrice flour,
served with Vietnamese ham and cooked bean
sprouts.

VS Goi Bo ............................................................ 5.95
(Beef Salad) -Slices ofcooked beef peanuts and
cilantro on top ofshredded cabbage, celery onion and
carrots mixed with a spicy and sour salad dressing.

V9 Shrimp Paste on sugar Cane ................... 4.95
V10 Pumpkin Turnovers ..................................... 4.95

Catth Soup
V21 Pho An Choi ................................................. 4.95
(Hanoi Beef Soup) -Beefsoup with rice noodles, fresh
eye of round and beefmeat balls.

V22 Canh Chua Tom .......................................... 9.95
(Spicy &Sour Shrimp Soup)- Prepared with shrimp,
tomatoes. okra, bean sprouts, pineapple and the
tamarind soup base.

V23 Canh Chua Ca ............................................. 9.95
(Spicy & Sour Fish Soup). Prepared with slices of
fish. tomatoes, okra, bean sprouts, pineapple and
the tamarind soup base.

V24 Canh Cai Chua Ca ....................................... 9.95
(Fish Soup wish Sour Mustard Green) - Prepared with
sliced of fish. sour mustard green and tomatoes.

Squid with Le1nongrass -Squid sauteed with anion,
chili sauce, and served with steamed rite. (Spicy).

V46 Muc Xao Cai ChUa ...................................... 8.95

(Sliced marinated broiled bee~ egg rolls with rice
noodle served with cucumber, lettuce and bean
sprouts.

Squid with Sour Mustard Green -Squid sauteed with
sour mustard green and seNed with steamed rice.

V27 Bun Cha Gio .................................................. 6.95
(Egg roll with rice noodle} served with lettuce and bean
sprouts.

V47 Muc Xao Bong Cai ...................................... 8.95
Squid with Broccoli -Squid sauteed with broccoli and
served with steamed rice.

V28 Bun Bo Xao .................................................. 6.95
(Sliced marinated bee~ with rice noodle.

V48 Muc Xao DaU HOa Lan .............................. 8.95
Squid with Snow Peas -Squid sauteed with snow
peas and served with steamed rice.

V49 Fragrant Giant Shrimp ............................. 10.95

PHO.HV T1£V

V4 Goi lorn ........................................................ 6.95
(Shrimp Salad). Shrimps, peanut. cilantro on sop of a
combination of shredded cabbage. celery, and carrots
mixed with a spicy and sour salad dressing.

Dishes Served with Stear11ed Rice

Rice, Chewy Noodle Soup

V29 Bun Bo Hue ................................................. 6.95
Rice noodle with beef in Hue-style soup (Spicy}.

V30 Pho Tai ........................................................... 6.95
Beef slices with rice noodle soup
V31 Pho Tai Gan .................................................. 6.95
Beef tendon slice with rice noodle soup.

V32 Pho Tai Nam ................................................. 6.95
Well-done beefwith rice noodle soup

V33 Pho Bo Vo Vien ........................................... 6.95
Beef ball with rice noodle soup.

V34 Pho Tai Bo Vien ........................................... 6.95
Beef slices with beef balls soup.
V35 Bo Vo Vien ..... ...... ......................................... 6.95

(Torn cang) giant shrimp deep fird with fish sauce abd
sugar with green onions.

V50 Simmered Clams ....................................... 10.95
Boir Clams with special sauce.

GA Chiclt~tt
V51 Ga X_
ao Xa Ot ................................................ 8.95
Chicken Lemongrass - Boneless chicken sauteed
with lemongrass, onion and hot chili sauce, and
served with stean1ed rice. (Spicy)

V52 Ga Xao Hanh Gung ..................................... 8.95
Chicken Ginger & Scallion Boneless chicken
sauteed with ginger, scallion and hot. chili sauce.
and served with steamed rice. (Spicy)

Beefballs soup (no noodle added)

V36 Pho-Dae Biet ................................................. 6.95
Combo beefwith medium cooked beefslices.
well-done beef and beef balls.

Com Dia Rice Dishes
V37 Com Bo Nuong Xa ..................................... 6.95
(Grilled Lemongrass Beefon Rice) . Grilled marinated
beefcubes served on rice with slices of cucumber arid
tomatoes.

V38 Com Bo Lui .................................................. 6.95
(Grilled Sesame Bee on Rice) -Grilled beefmarinated
with sesame seasoning served on rice with slices of
tomatoes and cucumber.

V39 Com Suon Nuong ....................................... 6.95
(Grilled Pork Chops on Rice} -Gritted marinatedpork
chop served on rice with I slices of tomatoes and
cucumbers.

V26 B1111 Thit N11011g Cha Gio

V40 Com Suon Bi ................................................ 6.95
(Grilled Pork Chop and Shredded Pork on Rice) Grilled marinated pork chop served with shredded pork
on rice.

V41 Com Suon Bi Cha ....................................... 6.95
(Grilled Pork Chop, shredded pork, and crab meat
pattyon rice.)

V42 Com Ga Nuong ........................................... 6.95

Tapioca PubbittS
$3.00
W110
W111
W1 12
W1 13
W114
W115

Lychee Crystal Jelly Freeze
Mango Crystal Jelly Freeze
Pineapple Crystal
Jelly Freeze
Strawberry Crystal
Jelly Freeze
Watermelon Crystal
Jelly Freeze
Banana Tapioca
Crystal Jelly Freeze

(Grilled Chicken on Rice) - Marinated grilled chicken
served on rice with slices oftomatoes and cucumbers.

V43 Com Thit Nuong .......................................... 6.95
(Grilled Pork on Rice). Grilled marinated slices ofpork
served on rice with slices of cucumber and tomatoes.

Price Subject to Change 111itho11t Notice

V33 Pho Bo Vo Vie11

V44 Com Suon Cha ............................................ 6.95
(Grilled Pork Chop and Crab Meat Patty on Rice). Grilled
n1arinated pork chop and crab meat parry on rice.

:V50 Si111111ered Cla111s

WI 15 Bu11a11a Tapioca
Crystal Jelly Freeze

...._~

Open 7 Days
ll:30a.m. -11:00p.m.

V45 Muc Xao Xu Ot

We'll deliver to your home or office.
Catering and Banquet Accommodations
Discount for Groups - Call Early for Lisa

photo by Charles Kushner
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(continuedfrom page 51)
from kids who still have recess.
These games are tremendously
popular; 50 percent of Americans
play console games. Forty percent of
those players are between the ages of
18 and 35, and 22 percent are older
than 35.
The stereotype of the uber-nerd
who forgoes social contact with the
real world to sit by his computer
playing Everquest (an online computer
game so addictive that there are support groups and it's been nicknamed
Evercrack) is rapidly fading, too. In
recent years, video games have
become a social activity, exemplified
by this group of college-aged kids
playing Halo from dusk 'til dawn.
This particular Saturday night
began around ro p.m. when the six
friends got together for some multiplayer Halo across two television
sets. Other guys dropped in for a
round or two from time to time.
That's right, multiplayer gaming has
come a long way since the days when
players had to take turns with Super
Mario Bros. Today, whether it's online
or with linked gaming consoles, as
many as 16 people can play at once.
Halo is still Xbox's flagship title
more than two years after its initial
release. It's a war game, and a pretty
badass one at that. Players are
equipped with guns, tanks and highpowered explosives. The game mode
on this night is "Capture the Flag."
The objective? Storm the opposing
team's base and bring its flag back to
home base to score a point.
This is made more interesting and
challenging by the set-up: Each team
is blind to the other's whereabouts
on the digital field because they are
on separate TVs in separate rooms.
It's frantic. It's edge-of-your-seat. It's
sweat-inducing. You blink, you might
die.
There is plenty of taunting and
harassing. Obscenities are tossed
around as freely as on an episode of

The Sopranos. A couple of guys nearly
come to blows over it all.
"Come on, guys," says a friend,
breaking it up and ending the night.
"It's almost five in the morning and
we're arguing about video games.
Can we be any bigger nerds?"
But let's face it, it doesn't matter if
it's the Superbowl or a pissing contest. No guy likes to lose.

WHAT'S THC
AT"TRAeTion?
With production values that are as
captivating as Hollywood ftlms,
video games have quickly attracted a
large mainstream audience. But
they've also kept the fans they always
had, growing with them as they
moved through middle school, high
school and college.
''A big part of it is that the games
you grew up with-the games that
you had as a child-stick with you as
you get older," says Steve Jones, professor of communication at the
University of Illinois at Chicago and
senior research fellow at the Pew
Internet & American Life Project.
Jones says this phenomenon is not
unique to video games. "If you look
at the board game industry over the
last 10 or 20 years, it essentially had
a pretty healthy market among
adults."
This same trend has happened to
animation. Sure, Saturday morning
cartoons are still geared toward kids,
but late-night cable features a lineup
of cartoons aimed at adults. The
Cartoon Network's Adult Swim is
the highest rated block of programming on the channel, according to
Nielsen Media.
To keep people holding onto the
video-game controllers well into
their 20s, the industry began tailoring games to their interests. As the

players matured, so did the content,
which increasingly featured graphic
violence, strong language and nudity.
That content led some politicians to
rally against the games, which
Senator Joseph Lieberman (D-Conn.)
and others blame for desensitizing
children to violence.
The Entertainment Software
Rating Board (ESRB) was created in
1994 to address these issues. It began
rating games in an effort to warn
parents about content that might be
inappropriate for younger players.
However, major game retailers, such
as Target and GameStop, only
recently began carding minors and
preventing them from purchasing
games with mature ratings. And
while politicians still rail against
games they deem too violent, the
ESRB ratings have at least made it
clear that not all games are meant
for children.

FRom so.r-ITARY
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Jesus Ortega, 29, got his first home
console when he was ro and Atari
was king. A self-described "pathetic
apostle to video games," Ortega has
three TVs in his bedroom, each with
its own bulky Xbox.
"I'm in the business of entertaining," Ortega says. When he was
younger, this role required frequenting local arcades to play Gauntlet. "I
shelled out like $20 back then and I
just kept pumping quarters into that
thing because I wanted to keep
everybody immersed in it," he says.
''And once I experienced that, I
wanted the same thing with game
consoles."
Initially most multiplayer games
were designed for two players.
Nintendo 64, released in 1996, was
the first console to sport four built-

CS].
Y THUll\)18 eAn'T WOJ\Jl ADY moRc.'
in controller ports. By 2001, when
the current generation of consolesXbox and Nintendo GameCubewere released, four-controller ports
were standard. (Gamers were perplexed when Sony's PlayStation 2,
released in 2000, came with only
two controller ports.) Xbox took
multiplayer games to a new level
with a built-in Ethernet port, which
allowed for online play and systemlinking to increase the number of
players per game. Sony responded by
releasing a broadband adapter for
PS2. All of these developments
increased the social dimension of
gaming, making it more competitive
and bringing that old arcade feeling
home.
These multiplayer games added to
the popularity of video games.
According to the ESA poll, nearly 60
percent of people who play games do
so with friends and family.
Ortega is planning to start an official Xbox Club at his school,
Columbia College. "There are so
many gamers out there, but they're
not organized," he says. "{We need} a
general place we can all go to." He'd
eventually like to get other schools
involved and hold team competitions.
The online aspect of gaming has
been helped by the growth of broadband Internet access. "Other countries are much more advanced when
it comes to online games {due to
higher rates of broadband use} than
we are in the U.S.," Jones says. "And I
think they are probably where we're
headed. I think we're going to have a
lot more people, adults included,
who are playing games over the
Internet. As people get higher speed
Internet access, they're going to start
playing more online games."
With online services for consoles,
competition is available any time of
the day or night, making multiplayer

games accessible to a new audience:
adults with little free time, such as
parents. "Parents often pick up on
video games or computer games by
watching their kids play," Jones says.
"That's one way to get involved with
what kids are doing."

.£1n1,crun1, STif,IRA
Despite the trends, video-game
fans suffer ridicule from those who
believe the old stereotypes.
''Any girl who finds out you play
video games on a regular basis is like,
'Oh my God, you're a dork,"' says
Brendan Buckley, 22. One of his
female roommates delights in telling
him, "Be a soldier!" which she claims
she heard him say to a friend over
Xbox Live-Microsoft's online service for Xbox.
This hasn't stopped Buckley-a
gamer since he got his uncle's Atari
when he was 5 years old-from owning nearly every ~uccessful console
known to man, including Nintendo
64, the original PlayStation and Sega
Genesis.
"I won't grow out of it. Not until
my thumbs can't work anymore," he
says. "I think that the reason why I'll
never stop playing is because the
older I get, the games grow with you.
They change just as much as you
change. Back in the day, there were
never any mature-rated games and it
was always 'save the princess.' But
now it's more than that."
Ortega says he hasn't been teased
for playing games. "You just have to
know who you can and can't talk to
about video games," he says, But, he
admits, "I'll catch myself walking
around my house with a headset and
people look at me strange."
Meanwhile, the audience for video
games continues to grow. The industry saw $7 billion in software sales in
2003, compared to $6 billion in

2000, according to the ESA. That's
more than twice what the industry
grossed in 1995.
The ESA poll found that players
spend an average of 6.5 hours per
week playing games. This growth is
having an effect on other media. The
more people play video games, the
less time they have for other leisure
activities. Major TV networks have
blamed video games for contributing
to the decrease in older male viewers
of prime-time television shows.
Buckley counts himself in that
demographic. "Games actually have
stories that you would want to hear,
and that you would want to learn
more about," he says. "If you either
have a chance of sitting there mindlessly watching something or sitting
there and being a part of the experience, I'd choose the latter. You're
actively involved with video games
where with TV, you're just waiting
until the next commercial."
Ortega agrees. "It really is a community of friends. When you go
on{line}, you start looking for your
pals. You can have four hours blow
by, and you don't even realize it. And
that's the same kind of time I think
we used to contribute to TY."
As the graphics continue to
improve and the demographics continue to expand, more people will
count themselves among the ranks of
video gamers. The day may even
come when avid gamers can impress
dates by showing off their high
scores in Tony Hawk} Pro Skater.
(OK, maybe that's stretching things
a bit.)
"Video games-we broke into that
era," Ortega says. "We were there as
that technology was being developed
so we feel forever a part of it."
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It's 30 minutes before showtime and the tension is
growing at the Bamboo Room in Schaumburg. Smoke
and whispers fill the air.
The background music becomes louder, the lights
dim. "Ladies and gentlemen, please welcome the Kit
Kat Honeys." The crowd hoots and hollers as seven
heavily made-up women shimmy on stage wearing
sequined bras, red miniskirts, fishnet stockings and
garters. They bat their fake eyelashes and dance while
singing "Big Spender" and the theme music from Pink
Panther.
Yes, burlesque is back, and the Kit Kat Honeys are
red hot.
Burlesque, which dates back to the mid 19th century,
is a bawdy dance form that can include anything from
provocative dance moves to striptease. In its early days
in Britain and the United States, it was often performed
for lower and middle class audiences and poked fun at
the pretensions of the rich. It also set the stage-literally-for women to act out more sexual roles. In his
book, Horrible Prettiness: Burlesque andAmerican Culture,
author Robert C. Allen writes, "Burlesque's principal
legacy as a cultural form was its establishment of patterns of gender representation that forever changed the
role of the woman on the American stage and later
influenced her role on the screen."
In American vaudeville comedy; burlesque often
included dirty jokes about society and politics. As stripping gained popularity; burlesque dancers added it to
their performances, often ending their shows wearing
little more than G-strings and pasties.
Then burlesque fell out of fashion, largely because
critics began to confuse it with pornography. "The true
spirit of burlesque was not embodied by a dirty old man
in a raincoat watching porno-it was a leering teenager
making fun of the dirty old man," says John Kenrick,
author of A History ofThe Musical Burlesque: A
Misunderstood Genre. But with stripping masquerading as
burlesque, the image of burlesque was tarnished.

•

On sta.:;te (f:rom Left): C-ou:rtneJ Smith, Jltat ffia:rtinei, ffia.u:reen ffiatun:reot, ttiiabeth .Cott, and .£.au:ren <:a:rte:r

Today, burlesque is undergoing a revival. "There is an
ongoing explosion of public interest in burlesque.
Documentaries, expanded scholastic studies, you name
it. A new generation is ready to reconsider burlesque,"
Kenrick says.
Nikki Parker, 26, is part of that trend. In 2002, the
Columbia College Chicago dance major was fed up with
the competitive world of hip-hop and ballet dance
troupes. After watching a video diary of Christina
Aguilera on MTV, which offered a glimpse of the
celebrity burlesque troupe, the Pussy Cat Dolls, Parker
decided to form her own troupe. She chose "Kit Kat"
because of the Kit Kat Girls and Kit Kat Boys in
Cabaret. And the honey? "It just sounded sweet to me."
The Kit Kat Honeys started with seven dancers and
within two years grew to II, and Parker hopes to add

more members in the coming months. The girls represent a range of ages, races, body types and performing
backgrounds, but they have two things in common: talent and a love of dance. Lauren Carter, 24, a petite
brunette with a huge singing voice, joined the Kit Kat
Honeys because it allowed her to sing as well as dance.
(She's also a professional actress.) Courtney Smith, 24,
of Chicago, a professional dancer with the Joel Hall
Dancers, joined the Kit Kat Honeys because she felt it
would be more fun and less pressure. That was also the
motivation of Kat Martinez, 25, a tall, blonde massage
therapist from Chicago.
This is the reason Parker chose these dancers. Sure,
they can sing and dance, but they also have the right
attitude. "It's important that they have a positive
(continued on page 57)
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(continued from page 55)
attitude and get along. A bad attitude brings down the
group. For the most part, we love each other," Parker says.
The audience is predominantly male at the Bamboo
Room. Some of the women seem to be enjoying the show,
but others are clearly uncomfortable or jealous. Their
comments and eye rolls suggest they share the opinion of
burlesque's critics that this dance form is pushing back
the women's movement several decades.
Elizabeth Kott, 19, a public relations major at
Columbia College, who is a clerk at a clothing shop when
she isn't dancing with the Kit Kat Honeys, shrugs off
such comments. "Criticizing us for doing something we
like. That's putting women back," she says. "We're just
having fun being female," adds Maureen Malungcot, 23, a
Columbia College public relations major and part-time
bartender.
The Kit Kat Honeys are standing close together. Kott
is singing the chorus to ''.All that Jazz" while the girls
dance the can-can behind her. The girls saunter around
the dance floor, suggestively placing feather boas and top
hats on audience members, some of whom are regulars.
Parker hopes to take the Kit Kat Honeys to military
bases to entertain American troops both at home and
abroad, much like Ava Gardner and Marlene Dietrich did
during World War II. Within five years, she hopes the
Kit Kat Honeys will have a permanent venue in the
Chicago area and travel to other cities. But for now, they
play monthly engagements at Chicago-area night clubs.
As they finish their performance, the dancers are wind-

ed and perspiring, but still have the same smile and
enthusiasm they had at the beginning. Each girl performs an eight-count solo before she leaves. Some simply
smile and blow kisses; others high kick, tap dance or
booty shake to great applause.
Is it a coincidence that a dance form that was popular
during World War II, when America was at war and the
economy was unstable, is having a revival now? The Kit
Kat Honeys don't answer that; they just shimmy away.
For more information on the Kit Kat Honeys, call
(312) 735-5102 or visit www.kitkathoneys.com.
t
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By ]a'nai Luis
Breaking the law

Privacy is a luxury in the Jackson household. With
two adults and four kids occupying a two-bedroom apartThe federal Fair Housing Act prohibits discriminament, the only place to find some peace and quiet is in
tion in the rental, sale and financing of dwellings based
the bathroom. The two older children share one bedon race, color, religion, national origin, gender, family staroom; their parents share the other one with the todtus or disability. State, county and city agencies protect
dler and the baby.
most but not all of the same categories of residents.
Rachel and Mike Jackson have been lookFor example, t he Chicago Commission on Human
ing for a larger apartment, preferably a
Relations and Cook County Commission on
three-bedroom on the city's north side.
Human Rights accept complaints of discrimBut Rachel, 29, says potential landination based on sexual orientation, but
lords ask intrusive questions
the Illinois Department of Human
when she calls.
Rights does not because gays and
"They ask me how
lesbians are not a protected
many people are going
class under the state statute.
to be occupying the
Race remains the most
apartment, the ages of
common reason for housth e children, if I 'm
ing discrimination. In
married or not and if
2003, more than half of the
I'm legally married,"
complaints filed with the
The
key
for
renters
is
knowing
their
rights.
says J ackson. When she
U.S. Department of
admits she has two preHousing and Urban
teens, a toddler and a
Development (HUD) were
newborn, apartments
for discrimination based on
suddenly
become
race or national origin.
unavailable for rent,
In 2000, HUD conshe says.
ducted a study to see
It is illegal in
whether or not housing
Chicago for landlords
discrimination based on
to ask questions about
race had decreased since
potential renters' fami1989, when the last major
ly or marital status, let
study was conducted. The
alone refuse to rent on
Housing Discrimination
the basis of these facStudy 2000 was based on
tors. But these and other
4,600 paired tests conductforms of housing dised in 23 metropolitan areas
crimination are not uncommon. Every year, nearly
nationwide. In each test, two people with similar educa3.7 million incidents of housing discrimination
tional and income levels but of different races-one
occur in the U.S., according to the National Fair
minority and one white-visited rental or real estate
Ho u sing A lliance.
agents to inquire about housing units that were adver-

Housing

discrimination still

locks some Chicagoans out.

~

filled out an application at one realty office, they were
told that they had to show an annual income of at least
$40,000 in order to rent an apartment. Even when
Thompson's mother offered to cosign the lease, they
were turned down.
"She was like, 'The three of you don't make enough
collectively for two of you to be living there,"' says
Thompson. "My mom called and raised hell."
Eventually the women were able to sign the lease,
but the sting of the experience stuck with them. "I
think it was because of our financial st atus, because we
weren't Lakeview-type people," Thompson says.
"It's unlawful to refuse to rent based on source of
income within the city of Chicago," says attorney F.
Willis Caruso, director of the John Marshall Law School
Fair Housing Legal Clinic in Chicago.
The protection against discrimination on the basis
of age refers to people who are at least 40 years old.
This means that students are not protected against discrimination for being too young, Caruso says.
Landlords may be wary of renting to students
because they fear out-of-control parties, loud music at
all hours of the night and sloppy housekeeping. But
there may be other reasons, too. "Much discrimination
against students is based on one of the protected
(continued on page 60)
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Some students find themselves out on the street because
landlords are wary of renting to them.

Every year, nearly
tised for rent.
The 2000 study found that discrimination has
declined slightly but still is widespread. Black renters
received unfavorable treatment in 21.6 percent of their
inquiries, down from 26.4 percent in 1989. Hispanic
renters received unfavorable treatment 25.7 percent of
the time in both years.
But race is far from the only reason landlords deny
requests for housing. Renters also may be turned away
when landlords feel their income is too low.
Rita Thompson (not her real name), 21, a student at
Columbia College Chicago, and her partner were looking
for an apartment on Chicago's north side. When they

3 .7 million incidents of housing
discrimination occur, according
to the National Fair Housing
Alliance.

(continuedfrom page 59)

RESOURCES

classes," Caruso says. "It is more likely they are
being discriminated against because of sex or
national origin."

Depending on where you live and why you feel you've been
excluded, these agencies can assist you:

Recourse for renters

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development

People who believe they are victims of housing
discrimination can seek help from federal, state
and local agencies. Still, few victims report housing
discrimination. In 2003 in Illinois, 145 housing discrimination complaints were filed with the Illinois
Department of Human Rights, 101 were filed with
the Chicago Commission on Human Relations,
and 1,220 were filed with the HOPE Fair Housing
Center in Wheaton. This represents a small
fraction of the number of cases of discrimination
that occurred.
"The major portion of people do not act upon
their rights, I believe, because they do not know
they have rights," Caruso says. "There isn't enough
publicity."
That's something HOPE aims to change. "We
try to accomplish this through education, research,
outreach, enforcement, training and advocacy," says
executive director Bernard J. Kleina. When necessary, HOPE also investigates, mediates, offers legal
referrals or helps to file a HUD complaint.
"Very often, because of the manner of discrimination, they { the victims} don't even know it's happening," adds Kleina. "Historically doors would be
slammed in people's faces, and now they're more
politely told, 'Oh, it's been rented.' And so people
would leave not thinking it's discrimination and not
take any action. So that's a very difficult problem to
overcome."
Jackson is among those who have never filed a
complaint. "You can call the city, you can report
these people, but how many times do you have to
report it? You're still not going to get the apartment," she says. "My concern is getting the apartment, not calling and making all these allegations.
It's too much."
Rocco J. Claps, director of the IDHR, wants to
change this way of thinking.
"Our goal is to let people know that we exist
and we're here and we're a resource," says Claps. "I
strongly encourage people if they feel they've been
discriminated against in housing, employment, public accommodation or financial credit that they
familiarize themselves with the law and with our
website. Or just calling our office and asking will be
a helpful resource. I'm really just happy to let them
know we're here."

Federal agency protects people from discrimination based on
race, color, national origin, religion, sex, familial status and disability.
77 West Jackson Blvd.
Chicago, IL 60604
(312) 353-5680

Illinois Department of Human Rights
State agency protects people from discrimination based on
race, color, national origin, ancestry, age (40+), religion, sex,
familial status, marital status, physical or mental handicap, mil
itary service and discharge and parental status.
100 West Randolph St., Suite 10-100
Chicago, IL 60601
(312) 814-6200

Cook County Commission on Human Rights
County agency that protects people from discrimination base
on race, color, national origin, ancestry, age, religion, sex,
parental status, disability, military discharge status, source of
income (not Sect.8), marital status, housing status, gender ide
tity and sexual orientation.
69 West Washington St., Suite 3040
Chicago, IL, 60602
(312) 603-1100

Chicago Commission on Human Relations
City agency that protects people from discrimination based
race, color, national origin, ancestry, age, religion, sex, parent
status, disability (mental or physical), military discharge sta
source of income, marital status and sexual orientation.
740 North Sedgwick Ave., 3rd Floor
Chicago, IL 60610
(312) 744-4111

The John Marshall Law School Fair Housing Legal Clinic
Provides legal representation, testing, counseling and referr
28 East Jackson Blvd., Suite 500
Chicago, IL 60604
(312) 786-2267

HOPE Fair Housing Center
Non-profit agency that investigates, meditates and litigates
cases of discrimination by referring cases to attorneys who s
cialize in fair housing. Serves Chicago's western suburbs and
counties in north and north central Illinois.
2100 Manchester Rd., Suite 1070-Building B
Wheaton, IL 60187
(877) HOPE FHC
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pizza
As always, homemade
Italian Specialities & Pizza
· made with the finest
inq.-edients.

Full b.-eakfast menu
includinq eqq platte.-s and
sandwiches. F.-esh q.-ound
esp.-esso and cappuccino.
Call ro.- cate.-inq
inro.-mation.
MONDAY-FRIDAY 6:lOAM7:00PM
SATURDAY 10:lOAM- 5:00PM

Futon Air
Furniture store
Contempary
Fashionable
Functionable
and Affordable

DePaul Center

lll s. State St.

(112) 661-1070

3154 N. Clark 1 Block South of Belmont
(773) 281-0215

Hours:
ay 11-lpm
0-6
12 -5
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BLUE MAN GROUP: REWIRE

Come check out the new m

REGULAR SCHEDULE
Tue- Thu 8pm, Fri 7+10pnt
Sat4,7+10pm, Sun 1,4+7p~
Schedule subject to change, visit
blueman.com for the most up-to-_'.:··,,.:t,~
datt, schedule.

CONTACT INFORMATION
Box Office 773.348.4000
fiBtmaster 312.902. 1500
ticketmaster.com
Group Sales 773.348.3300

1.800.BLUEMAN blueman.com

Student Rush Tickets may be
purchased at the box office
with a valid ID 2 hours before
show time. 2 tickets per ID.
Subject to availability. c BMP

Community Media Workshop S newest gu ·
to Chicago media & beyond
Search for journalists and news
outlets by name, beats, title,
readership, ethnicity and language

Customize lists and print labels
Learn from journalists and
media experts who offer advice
in feature articles and video

Order the book and CD
•
at www.newst1ps.org

HOROSCOPES

Lib:ro (Sept.

Oct. 22): You are going to
experience a perfect balance between success
DECEMBER 2004
and work, play and social life. You will reunite
JUNE
with old friends as well as people you don't
The next six months are going to be difficult for
like. Be careful not to be bossy around the
everyone, especially where family and relationships are con- - - - - -- ~ Fourth ofJuly. Situations with children will
cerned. Here's what the planets have to say:
come up in autumn reflecting insecurities from your own
A:ries (March 21 - April 20): Early summer
childhood. Your birthday will coincide with issues with your
will offer relaxation and inconsistency in your
father, but New Year's will bring lasting true love.
love life. You'll struggle to make it in your
Scorpio (Oct. 23 - Nov. 22): Expect money
career until December, but you won't go
and many romantic flings, but be aware that .
broke. You'll need to comfort younger chil, ....
.,.,
the end of summer will either bite you in the
dren and will need some consolation yoursel£
~=;~~:;~ ass or bless you with a lasting relationship.
You'll know who your true friends are by year's end.
~
Honesty issues will come up around midRegardless, you will receive new spiritual insights through
f .__,-:i
autumn. Misunderstandings will be inevitable.
study and travel to the forest or the sea. Partying hard in
You will find new interests through travel around your birthautumn may lead to trouble.
day. As winter comes, there may be talk of living with your
Tou:rus (April 21 - May 22): Financial and
lover. Make agreements for everyone's sanity.
material concerns will be a focus and you will
Sogi tto:rius (Nov. 23 - Dec. 21): This will
be able to take a very serious view about your
be a period of complete and total change. The
future. Recognition of your hard work will be
summer will start with an understanding of
brief if you are too greedy and materialistic.
the psychological role you play in your family.
People may try to take advantage of your genTake time to evaluate your actions. Female
erosity around Halloween. Don't partake in any unhealthy
friends and other relatives will help alleviate
comforts.
some of the pressure, but the battles are yours. Allow this
Gemini (May 23 -June 21): Summer will have energy to charge you.
you budding in many new directions. Travel is
Cop:rico:rn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 20): You will start
on the horizon, too. Even though autumn will
the summer feeling creative and will grow
test you at every turn, you will find help in the
through experiences with children. The huge
most unlikely of places. Winter will be diffiburden on your shoulders will touch many dif.___ __ _-__, cult, but the saving grace will be your love life.
ferent areas of your life. How you choose to
Pay attention to your dreams; they are more accurate than you
handle it is up to you. Past situations involving
think
men are going to come up and you have to deal with them
... .
Conce:r (June 22 - July 21): A relationship
now: Watch for volatile mood swings and don't take things out
•' I
may turn into a serious commitment. You will
on people. Although money will be secure, keep to a budget.
experience many problems in your female famAquo:rius (Jan. 21 - Feb·. 20): If you haven't
ily relationships, but your friends will support
been taking care of yourself, the summer may
you. You're not going to get the recognition
reflect this. Consider your habits, cut fat from
you deserve, but in September this will
your diet and don't drink. July brings you a
impiove. Still, you will feel awkward.
new relationship. However, power struggles
:,
Leo (July 22- Aug. 21): You need to seriously
with your parents may lead to career and
reevaluate the state of certain relationships
domestic changes in exchange for peace of mind. This can be
before making major plans. You will be upset
a good thing because now you'll be forced to deal with and
and feel out of control in your relationships
accept the dark side of yourself.
with women. Don't criticize others and you'll
Pisces (Feb. 21 - March 20): You'll feel the
know the meaning of creativity. In midsummer
universe has turned your world upside down
you yvill gain new friends and education. Rethink your actions
and completely taken over. Balance and tranand motives in September.
quility are out of your grasp, but you have to
"
Vi:rgo (Aug. 22 - Sept. 20): All kinds of relaask yourself, "Did I bring all of this on
tionships will be on the rocks. Creativity and
myself?" Assistance from close male friends
spirituality will help you. Watch your weight.
and family in early summer will help ease the pressure. Instead
Travel and education are not going to happen,
of letting the bad dominate, let it fuel the kind of person you
no matter how much money you budget and
want to be. Realize you are ultimately responsible for your
save. Don't keep untrue friends around.
choices. ~
- Jennifer R. Catlin
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off Willamsburg Oil Paint
new products !
williamsburg dry pigments

•

large tubes of golden acrylic
decorative papers
bulk raw canvas
liquitex heavy body acrylic paint
lazertran
digital and black &white photo paper

mon-fri/ 8:30-7:00
sat / 10:00-5: 30
sun I 12 :00-5 :00
29 E. Balbo / 60605
312-294-4100
www.brundoartsupply.com

Ca umet is proud to extend an invitation
and institutions to ioin our
It's ec1sy, it's free and it will pay
you back with interest.
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ESP MEMBERS ALSO ENJOY
THE FOLLOWING BENEFITS:

• Special student pricing on selected products.
• Exclusive articles, galleries and educational
information on our Web site, plus 24/7
access to product information and ordering.
• Full support of all manufacturers' educational
d iscount programs, including Calumet's.
• Nationwide seminars and training programs
on subjects ranging from traditional to
digital photography.
• Nine photographic retail centers located
throughout the continental United States.

Educational
Support
Program
www.calumetphoto.com
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